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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N.
FOUR PER CENT

COLUMN

CAR

TERRITORIAL BONDS

DESTROYED

BOMBARDED
A

Movement of Troops is Ex
pected A Detachment Will Be
Sent Against Russian at Chiu

Genersl

Tien.

London, April 22 A dispatch to the
Central News from Port Arthur, says
that news has been received there of
the complete destruction of the Japan
ese column of the Yalu River. No de
tails, it is added, are obtainable.
Japs Bombard New Chwang.
St. Petersburg, April 22 It is report
ed that the Japanese have bombarded
New Chwang. They are rumored to
have lauded troops who probably will
endeavor to effect a juncture with the
forces supposed to have landed near
the mouth of the Yalu River three
days ago. There is no confirmation of
the story.
Report Unconfirmed.
St. Petersburg, April 22 The Associated Press is authorized to announce
that the government at this hour 4:38
p. m., has received nothing to confirm
the report of the alleged bombardment of New Chwang or the landing
of Japanese troops in that vicinity.
Japanese Spies Arrested.
Archangel, Russia, April 22 Two
suspected Japanese have been arrested on the railroad near Vologia, in
northeastern Russia, 302 miles from
Moscow, with plans in their possession of Archangel, and the famous
Monastery on the island of Solovet-skiin the White Sea.
Movements of Japanese Armies.
Seoul, April 19, via Shanghai, April
22 The belief is general here that no
attempt will be made to cross the Yalu River before the end of this week,
by which time arrangements for a concerted Japanese movement, a simultaneous rush towards the river from
three distinct points, will have been
perfected. A second Japanese army is
supposed to have left Japan on April
16, it will probably attempt to land
near Port Arthur, while the other forc
es will try to land on the Manchurian
coast near Takushan, about 55 miles
to the west of the mouth of the Yalu
y

iliver.
Part of the general advance will be
towards Liao Yang and one division of
guards, 15,000 strong, under . Major
General Inouye will be the first troops
.sent against the Russians at Chiu Tien
Cheng, which is opposite Wiju on the
Manchurian side of the Yalu. The
Howitzers which are now being embarked at Chinnampo, are evidently
intended for use in the movement
against Port Arthur.
Japanese Fleet Sighted.
Shanghai, April 22 A Japanese fleet
consisting of twelve vessels was sight-Ised 30 miles southwest of Clifford
land yesterday. It showed no lights
and is steaming slowly north.
InFloating Mines Menace Shipping
terests.
Tien Tsin; April 22 Floating mines
have been seen off the Shan Tung
promitory in the much used fair way
followed by vessels bound for Shanghai, Che Foo, Tien Tsin and other
northern ports. This is extremely dangerous to shipping and probably will
cause an increace in marine insurance. Resignation May Not Be Accepted.
Paris, April 22 A correspondent of
the Temps at St. Petersburg says:
The report that Viceroy Alexieff has
asked for his recall is confirmed but
it is not yet known whether the Emperor will accept his resignation.
European Powers May Intervene.
Tokio, April 22 Two insignificant
speeches were made today at the
meeting of the councillors of the progressive party. Count Okuma, the former premier, warned the people to be
prepared for Intervention during the
war by some European power and also
for a great Increase in national expenHe
ditures after the war was oyer.
said after the war it would be necessary to float a loan of at least
Masama Oishi, a progressive
leader, expressed the belief that GerInmany would take the Initiative in
no
declared
that
power
He
tervening.
would welcome the preponderance of
$250,-000,00-

Japan

In

the far East, and that many

powers were prepared to resort to any
and all means to curb the extension of
the Japanese influence.
Russia Negotiating a Loan.
Paris, April 22 A European economist says, under reserve, that Russia Is
negotiating with the principal French
bankers for a lotn of $150,000,000 on
five per cent four year treasury bonds
to be placed at 98.

The New Mexican Printing Com.
pany is headquarters tor engraved
cards ds visite in New Mexico. Get
your wokk done here and you will be
pleased rx every particular.
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BANDITS

Territorial Treasurer Vaughn has
just scored a financial triumph in effecting the sale of $101,000 worth of
territorial general refunding bonds
bearing four per cent interest to N.
W. Harris & Company of Chicago, at
par and interest. The money received
A
from the sale of these bonds will be
used to take up the issue of casual deficit bonds dated the first of May, 1903,
and which the Territory can take up
on and after May 1 of this year. This
issue of casual deficit bonds bears five
County Jail, Chicago, 111., April 22
per cent interest. The sale of the new Peter
Neidemeier, Gustav Marx and
bonds therefore will save the TerriVan Dine, the car barn bandits
Harvey
The
fact that
tory per annum, $1,000.
a
passed
sleepless night. It was the
in the present state of the money marfirst intention to hang all three on the
ket, Mr. Vaughn was able to get par same
scaffold, but on account of the
and accrued interest for a four per
Neidemeier
weakness
of
it was
cent territorial bond, speaks remarkadvisable to hang him alone.
ably well not only for the credit of the thought
The latter rejected all spiritual ad- Territory but also for Mr. Vaughn's vice, but Marx
and Van Dine who re- ability, care and efficiency displayed
Catholic faith spent
the
in the office of the treasurer, which cently joined
their
last
hours
reading,
writing and
so
he has
well and satisfactorily filled
praying, several nuns and priests befor nearly six years.
In another column of this issue ap ing with them constantly.
The death warrant was read to
pears the notice of Treasurer Vaughn Neidemeier
10
and shortly after
in
the
several
deficit
bonds
of
calling
1893 and informing the holders that o'clock the march to the scaffold bewas hanged at
Neidemeier
interest on this issue will cease May 1 gan.
10:35. He was carried to the gallows
of the present year.
handcuffed and strapped. He was
placed in a chair on the drop and fell
with the chair. He was strangled.
HAYWOOD IN CUSTODY.
Later the physicians declared that
Neidemeier's neck was broken in the
Will Be Taken to Telluride as Soon as drop. Marx was next led to the scafHe was accompanied by two
priests. He appeared weak but met
death bravely. The drop fell at 11:17.
Van Dine was hanged at 11:35, the
hanging was without particular incident.
Story of the Crime.
The hanging of the youthful car
barn bandits followed closely a period of crime of less than six months:
In that time eight murders were committed, all attendant upon robberies
or efforts to escape arrest.
It was during an attempt to escape
on a stolen train after an extra.
nary battle in the swamps of northern
Indiana, just east of Chicago, that on
November 27 of last year the capture
of the gang was completed by the arrest of Neidemeier, Van Dine and
Marx
Emil Roeski, their associate,
having already been placed behind
the bars to await trial.
The specific offence for which Van
Dine, Neidemeier and Marx were tried
and sentenced was the murder of
Frank Stewart, a clerk in the Chicago
City Railway car barns, during a robbery there on the morning of August
30, 1903. James B. Johnson, a motor-man- ,
was also killed, and two persons
were wounded. The bandits escaped
after having secured $2,240. Roeski
was not concerned in this crime, but,
after the conviction of his companions,
was tried separately for one of the
murders in which he was the principal,
convicted and sentenced to life
fold.

.Denver, April. 22 No decision is
expected from the Supreme Court before next Monday on the question of
whether Charles H. Moyer, president
of the Western Federation of Miners,
who is held as a military prisoner under the order of Governor Peabody,
shall be released on bail pending a decision as to the Governor's right to declare martial law and other points in
volved in a habeas corpus case.
Governor Peabody has given no as
surances that he will comply with the
court's order should it be against him,
but thus far has not yet openly defied
the Supreme Court although he denies
its jurisdiction over military prisoners.
William D. Haywood, secretary of the
Western Federation of Mines, who became involved in a fight with the militia yesterday is now in the custody of
Chief of Police Armstrong,
having
been delivered by the militia on an order from the Governor. He is charged
with desecration of the flag. A war
rant for his arrest was turned over to
the jailer by the sheriff of Telluride
this morning and he will be taken to
Telluride as soon as the case is disposed of in Denver.
Morris Not to Be Found.
Pueblo, April 22 The train bearing
General Bell and President Moyer arrived here shortly after noon and after a few minutes stop proceeded west
ward. During the stay here a squad of
soldiers were sent out to arrest Henry
O. Morris of this city, but were ui
Apprehension of the trio in Indiana
able to find him. Morris is wanted in was brought about through the boast-fulnes- s
connection with the desecration of the
of Marx, which also caused his
flag.
own undoing. While under the in
fluence of liquor, he displayed a maga
zine revolver of the kind known to
RETURN TO TELLURIDE.
have been used by the car barn murderers. He asserted that the police
would never take him alive.
Troop A. Under the Command of Adju
This came to the notice of Captain
tant General Bell and Captain
and
Detectives Quinn
Schuettler.
Wells on Their Way to Mining
Blaul were detailed to arrest Marx.
District.
They found him November 20 in a sa
loon. When about to take him into
Colorado Springs, Colorado, April
Marx shot a"nd killed Quinn
custody
22 Adjutant General
Bell, Captain and tried to shoot Blaul and
escape,
Bulkeley Wells, escorted by troop A, but was wounded and
captured.
of Telluride,
having in
custody
Several days later Marx, angered at
Charles H. Moyer, who was taken from
failure of his companions to carry
the
Telluride ta Denver in pursuance of a
a prearranged plan to dynamite
out
writ of habeas corpus granted by the
station in which he was conthe
police
last
Supreme Court, arrived here
night fined and secure his release, confessed
on his way to Telluride, the Supreme
street railway
Court having taken the matter of re- to the murders at theNeidemeier
and
and
barn
implicated
on
bail under considerleasing Moyer
of
told
other
Marx
Dine.
Van
desperation. They were detained here all
ate crimes they had committed, and innight by a freight wreck near Salida volved Roeski.
Until this admission,
and started for Telluride this morning.
had reof
the
perpetrators
identity
Moyer will spend tonight at Salida mained a
mystery.
and continue his journey to Telluride
On Thursday evening November 26,
tomorrow morning early.
,
less than a week after the confession
of Marx, word was received that three
HEARST TURNED DOWN.
men, answering the description of the
car barn bandits, were in hiding near
Indiana.. Seven policemen were
Clark,
Massachusetts Democrats Will Have
immediately sent to the town, arriving
None of Him and Instruct for y
there Friday morning. They were met
By Large Majority.
by Henry F. Riechards, who had reported the clew, and who had secretly
Dem22
The
Boston, ylass., April
traced
the trio to a dugout in the sand
met
at
ocratic state convention which
dunes
where
they were living.
Tremont Temple yesterday elected delWith Riechards as a guide, the poand
to
convention
national
the
egates
armed with rifles and revolvers
instructed them by an overwhelming lice,
and led
vote for Richard Olney for the presi- waited by Detective John H. Sheehan
till daybreak and then started
dential nomination. The Hearst sup- for the snow
covered cave near the
porters were defeated by a vote of Baltimore & Ohio Railroad tracks at
about 600 to 200. The platform con- Wilson's a short
distance from Clark.
sisted of but a single plank, an enthe
Surrounding
abode, the officers
dorsement of Olney and instructions
prepared for the fight they expected
to the delegates to vote for him as a would
follow, while Sheehan approachunit.
ed and opened the door of the dugout.
One of the bandits who was immediThe New Mexican Printing Com- ately recognized as Roeski
appeared
pany will do your Job work with neat- and was ordered to surrender.
Inness and dispatch.
stead he darted back into the cave. No
,

01-ne-

of epilepsy which had made him Irre
sponsible at times. The state intro
duced expert testimony to the effect
that Van Dine was menally responsible when he took part in the deliber
ately planned crimes.
A plea of clemency was made
for
Marx on the ground that his confes
sioii had led to the capture of hi
Program of the Commencement
companions.
Exercises at the New Mexico
The case went to the jury March 11
and the next day Marx, Neidemeier and
Military Institute at
Van Dine were found guilty. Hanging
was the punishment fixed by the jury
Roswell.
The aged mothers of Marx, Neide
meier and Van Dine were in court dur
SANTA FE BOYS
ing the progress of the trial, as were TWO
the widows of some of the men who
had been slain, and there were a num
ber of impressive incidents connected Medals Will Be Awarded Both for
with the hearing of the case. None of
Scholarship and for Prowess on
the bandits had yet reached the age
the Athletic Field.'

EIGHT WILL

Neidemier, Marx and Van Dine Were
Hanged in the Chicago Jail Today
Detailed Account of Their
Crime.

Moyer Case is Disposed of.

NO. 54.

22, 1904.

PAY THE PENALTY
OF THEIR DEEDS

SOLD AT PAR

The1 Japanese are Reported to By Treasurer Vaughn to Refund
Issue of 1893 Reduction of One
' Have Met With
Heavy Losses
per Cent Per Annum in
on the Yalu River. ,
Interest.

NEW CHWANG

MM

GRADUATE

of 2a

years.

Following are the names of persons
they were known to have murdered:
Bander, Otto, in saloon of Ernest
Spires, July 9, 1903. La Gross, Benja
min C, in his saloon, August 1. John
son, Adolph, in saloon of Benjamin C.
LaGross, August 1. Johnson, J. B
motonnan, in robbery of Chicago City
Railway car barns, August 30. Stew
art, Frank, clerk, in robbery of Chica
go City Railway
barns, August 30
Quinn, John, detective, while trying
to arrest, Marx, November 21. Dris
coll, J. D., detective, wounded by Nei
demeier in fight at dugout,. November
X.
27. died December
Sovia, John,
brakeman, when bandits stole train in
Indiana, November 27.

sooner had he clone so than firing began, and volley after volley aimed at
the officers, came from the magazine
guns of the bandits.,
Concealing themselves behind trees
acs' bushes as best they could, the police steadily returned the fire.
In this manner the fight continued
for a short time. Suddenly two of the
outlaws jumped from the cave and eseaped across the frozen prairie, keeping p a fusilade as they ran.
lvtective Driscoll advanced to the
du; tut and was firing at the fleeing
when Neidemeier the
desperadoes,
pc.'-thought there had been but two
in ne hollow emerged,
fatally shot
WIFE MURDERER SHOT.
him ;n the back and joined his companions, while the other policemen
were still engaging the outlaws.
A
moment later Detective Zimmer fell, Convicted of Cold Blooded and Atro
cious Crime Confessed to Ten
seriously wounded, but neither side
other Killings.
yielded. Some minutes later, however,
the police being obliged to care for
Salt Lake, Utah, April 22 Frank
the two wounded detectives, and findRose
who murdered his wife laJt
ing their fire falling short, decided to
givi up the fight temporarily, and send Christmas day was shot to death in
to C hicago for reinforcements.
The the yard of the state penitentiary here
at 10:09 this morning.
bandits continued their flight.
His death was instantaneous. Rose's
A special train with 50 policemen
was particularly atrocious and
crime
armed with rifles was rushed to the
cold blooded in that it almost resulted
scene, and the hunt renewed.
in the death of his two year old son.
I
though escape was now impossible
tl',. men showed no signs of submis- Rose, who claimed his wife consorted
sion. They had not halted since firing with other men, killed her and went
their list volley, and arrived at Tollis-to'- away leaving the boy in bed with his
exhausted but still determined to dead mother. He says he returned
four times during the next two days
avoid capture.
On a side track at Tolliston. where and fed the child. He then went to
vn(ii)' ,.nen were working, stood an police headquarters and surrendered
engine und a train of cars. Then fol- lasterday he confessed to ten other
lowed the execution of a quickly form- murders and many robberies commited plan to seize the train and escape. ted in various parts of the country.
The three outlaws jumped into the The authorities have some doubt as to
cab and confronted
Fireman Frank the truth of his confession although
Coffey, the engineer being away at the he gave names and dates and other
time. At first Coffey did not notice
that they were armed.
Brakeman
John Sovia did, however, and crawled SENATOR GALLINGER
to warn
over the tender evidently
him. Sovia attempted to take the reMAKES AN ADDRESS
volver from Neidemeier while the other two bandits pointed their revolvers
at Coffey. The scuffle was short and Present a Resolution Which Formed
Sovia pitched headformost out of the
the Key Note of the Remarks
cab with a bullet in his brain, dying alWhich Follows.
most instantly.
With their guns still pointed at CofWashington, April 22 Senator Gal- fey's head the trio ordered him hastily linger, addressed the Senate today on
to take the train out of the siding, and the
following resolution introduced by
it started on a wild run to Liverpool.
himself:
In the woods a short distance away
That our continued prosperity as a
were a number of armed farmers, who, nation is
the best possible assurance
esand
of
heard
the
having
escapade
our fiscal policy is sound and stathat
incape of the outlaws, had started to
ble, and that its disturbance by legistercept them. The posse reached Tol lation is not warranted by the best inliston about noon, just as the train terests of the
people. The resolution
passed. They rushed across the prairie was the key to his speech.
to a point where the road curves and
Another Bill Introduced By Rodey.
where there was a locked switch, 'comA bill authorizing the mayors of inpelling Fireman Coffey to stop.
towns in territories to apThe posse opened fire as the train corporated
judges, has been intropoint
police
to
cornfield
a
stopped, and the trio fled
duced In Congress by Delegate Rodey.
exchanging shots as they ran. Charges
Work of the Reclamation Service.
from the guns of the farmers, under
The reclamation service has now
the leadership of Charles Hamilton, two boards of consulting engineers in
struck Neidemeier and Van Dine, but the arid sections of the west, considdid not seriously wound either. The
the
plans and surbandits who had now made their last ering of thepreliminary
The
district
engineers.
veys
stand were not deterred and fired fre- first board is
of George Y.
composed
at
their pursuers.
quent volleys
Wisner, D. M. Hall and A. P. Davis,
Knowing they were surrounded and who will examine the following prothat further resistance would be useFort Buford, North Dakota,
less the criminals some minutes later jects:
Belle Fourche, South Dakota, North
decided to surrender, Neidemeier,
Platte, Wyoming, Rio Hondo, New
the leader of the gang, who, Marx had Mexico,
and Gunnison, Colorado. The
said never would be taken alive, being second board consists of H. N. Savthe first to do so. A few minutes af
J. H. Quinto, and W. H. Sanders,
terwards Van Dine abandoned the age,
who will examine the projects at Reno,
fight.
Shoshone. Wyoming.
While Van Dine and Neidemeier Nevada,Montana and Umatilla
and Malfled
Roeski
were giving themselves up,
heur,
Oregon.
to the woods beyond Liverpool. The
posse found him later in a railroad
station at Aetna, waiting for a train TWO ACCIDENTS
to Chicago. He made no resistance,
was disarmed, and brought to the city
NEAR GALLUP
with the two other bandits.
Detectives Driscoll, who was shot by
Neidemeier, died four day? later.
Miner Killed By the Fa!! of a Stone,
While in jail Neidemeier smilingly
and Tramph Has Both Legs and
boasted of having killed 23 men. Marx
an Arm Cut Off By Train.
asserted that he had murdered five. InTwo accidents are reported in the
vestigation proved the statements to
be untrue. It developed that these vicinity of Gallup. John L. McBone,
"confessions" had been made to obtain employed at the Clarkville mine was
notoriety, or for as small a considera- killed several days ago by a stone falltion as a chew of tobacco. Of the ing on him. He was 40 years of age
eight known victims of the bandits. and is survived by a wife and cne
four are thought to have been killed daughter. An Italian tramp who was
by Neidemeier alone.
stealing a ride on an eastbound
On January 6 the trial of Neide- freight train, slipped under the cars
meier, Van Dine and Marx, who had near Pinto, and had both legs and an
been indicted the day after the cap- arm cut off. At last reports the man
ture, began. But little testimony fav was still living.
orable to them Was offered. No defense at all was made for Neidemeier.
Keep your business ever before the
Inthe case of Van Dine evidence public by advertising in your home
was Introduced to show that he had paper. A good advertiser always har
been since birth afflicted with a form success in any honest enterpt se.
i
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Milk-Rive-

.

Special Correspondence New Mexican.
Roswell, April 21 The following is
the program of the New Mexico Military Institute at Roswell, New Mexico.
for final week:
May 14.

Saturday,

8:30 a. m.

Guard mounting; 10 a.
m. Battalion inspection; 5:30 p. m.
Battalion parade.
Sunday, May 15.
11 a. m. Sermon to the cadets to
be preached, by Father Herbert. The
sermon will be preached in the
Monday, May 16.
Morning parade: 10 a. m .
physical drill Butt's Manual, follow
ed by competitive drill; 2:5 p. m.,
field day exercises; 5:30 p. m., batta
lion parade; 9 p. m., reception by the
Roswell Club.
.

a. m.

9

a. m.

Tuesday,

May 17.

Morning parade; 9:30 a. m.
tennis tournament.
of
Completion
field day exercises; 2:5 p. m., baseball
game; 5 p. m., battalion drill and battle exercises; 6 p. m., battalion parade
and "Graduating Parade"; 9 p. m. so
ciety celebration and debates.
Wednesday, May 18.
9:30 a. m. Battalion review before
the Board of Regents; 10 a. m., graduating exercises. Prayer. Announcement of distinctions. Valedictory ad- ress, by Cadet T. H. Wren of La
rosse, Arkansas. Delivery of diplo
mas. Address to graduating class, bv
Professor Edward S. Parsons, vice
president of the Colorado College. Delivery of medals and commissions.
Publication of orders. "Auld Lans
Syne." 9 p. m. Final ball. "Special

invitations."
A general invitation will be extended to the public to attend these exercises. In many ways the past .session
of the New Mexico Military Institute
has been the best in the history of the
school and a great effort will be made
to close the school year with the best
commencement
ever given in the
southwest. The Institute is especially
fortunate in securing the services of
Professor Edward S. Parsons to deliver the address before the graduating
class. He is the vice president of
Colorado College, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, one of the leading universities of the west. He is a noted educator and lecturer, and graduaed from
Amherst, in the same class with
Ros-well-

well known

's

E. A.
The cadets are hard at work;
preparing for their final examinations
which' will take place the week before
the commencement. This year's graduating class is composed of eight
young men, the largest class ever prepared for graduation by the New
Mexico Military Institute. They are;
L. M. Brownell, Ely, Minnesota; J. W.
Chaves and F. Crandall, Santa Fe; T.
H. Wren, La Crosse, Arkansas; A A.
Ririe, Bonito; D. Pruit, R. N. Smith
and H. H. Howell, Roswell.
The baseball and track teams are
hard at work and they will delight
their friends by performing their assigned tasks with great skill and proficiency.
Four gold medals will be awarded as
follows: Collegiate scholarship; precitizen,

paratory scholarship;

debater,

Ca-hoo- n.

and

drill.
The scholarship medals are to be
awarded to the cadets who make the

highest average, for the entire sessions, in their respective departments.
The debater's medal will be contest-- 1
ed for, in a public debate on May 17,
and the drill medal will be awarded to
the winner of the competitive drill.
The debaters' medal is donated by
Park and Morrison and on account of
the popularity of Harry Morrison of
the firm, who represents them in this
city, the medal will be more highly
prized by the successful cadet. The
other medals have not been donate!
up to the present time.
The citizens of the Capital City are
given a cordial invitation to attend all
of the exercises during the final week.
SUDDEN DEATH.
Santa Fe Pacific
Train at Gallup Yesterday.

Of Mrs. Greenhill on

Special to the New Mexican.
Gallup, April 22 Mrs. Greenhill of
Denver, Colorado, died at this point
yesterday .on a west bound Santa Fe
Pacific train. She was going to San
Bernardino to join her husband who is
an engineer on the Santa Fe line at
that place. Three daughters were with

her at the time of death. The body
was taken to San Bernardino for

'

s

burial.

ill
A
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recent press dispatch from St.
Petersburg gives the following account
of Vice Admiral Skrydloff's arrival at
the Russian capital:
"Vice Admiral Skrydloff arrived here
today on his way to the far East where
he will take command of the Russian
fleet at Port Arthur. He was accorded an enthusiastic reception by the
people who thronged the streets.
"The vast square opposite the Nicholas Railroad station was black with
A

people and the. police were quite unable to control the crowds which
broke through the cordon and rushed
towards the train. There "were repeated cheers and as the admiral left
the train a peasant stepped out from
the crowd and presented him with a
copy of the picture entitled "The Holy
Virgin of Joy to the Afflicted," which
is regarded as having miraculous power. The peasant also presented him
with consecrated bread, telling Skrydloff. that he saluted him in the name
of the masses of the Russian people,
all of whose hopes depended upon him
e
war.
as the hero of the
The admirable was visibly affected. A
representative of the middle classes
presented the admiral with a picture
of St. Theodosius, the miracle worker
of Czeniakoff."
This is very nice no doubt, and very
effective and sentimental.but if the vice
admiral goes to the far East, hoping
to whip the Japanese by the means of
pictures, he will find himself woefully
mistaken. Why. this dispatch was
sent to the world, no intelligent man
can well explain. It certainly will not
scare the Japanese, for they are still
heathenish to the extreme. It cannot
favorably effect public opinion throughout the civilized world for the latter
takes no stock in it.
Russo-Japanes-

GET TO WORK GENTLEMEN OF
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
"The final meeting of the old board
of education and the first meeting of
the new will be held next Monday
night in the office of the board at the
high school. At that meeting the old
board will open bids for the new issue
of $34,000 school bonds. It is hoped
to get the bonds on the market at
once and to begin work on the new
buildings as soon as the spring term
closes." Albuquerque Journal.
According to the above the school
board of the city of Albuquerque proposes to issue bonds to the amount of
$34,000 for the construction of more
school buildings in the Duke City. The
educational facilities of that town are
very good at present but the people
want them enlarged and improved.
This should be a hint to the board of
education of this city. It is high
time that this foolish and detrimental "manana policy" of doing things in
educational matters here was abolished. The new board should lose no
time in disposing cf the lands in the
Fort Marcy reservation not necessary
for school purposes and with the proceeds commence the construction of
greatly needed new school buildings.
The schools in themselves are good
enough but some of the accommodations and buildings are bad. Get to
work gentlemen of the board of
AS A MATTER OF RECORD.
The Republican city administration
which has just retired in Albuquerque,
turned over a nice surplus in the
treasury to the new administration.
Its record under Mayor C. F. Meyers
for the past two years' is clean. This
is creditable alike to the Republicans
and citizens of the town. The same
state of affairs exists here. The Republican 'city administrations from
April 1901 to April 1904 have done well
in the Capital City and have administered affairs honestly and efficiently.
The same status obtains in Las Vegas
where the retiring city administration
also made a very creditable record.
These facts clearly and strongly disprove the assertions and statements
made by a few yellow papers in the
Territory to the effect that the results
of the recent elections in these three
cities were brought about because the
voters were tired of the corruption and
dishonesty that had existed in their
government for years past. In this
city the only corruption and dishonesty that has existed since the establishment of the city, government are those
under Democratic mayors. This statement is simply made at this time as a
matter of record and if possible to shut
off the false charges and lying statements that have been floating about
the Territory, in these matters.

The following very neat plank appeared in the New York state, Democratic platform adopted last Tuesday:
"Let us have peace to the end that business confidence may be restored and
that our people may again in tranquility enjoy the gains of their toil."
Peace and tranquility now obtain in
this country except where strikes are
in progress.
It is well known that
strikes take place in good times and
when wages are high, not in hard
administra
times, under Democratic
tions. It is a fact of history that hard
times and Democratic administration
A KICK FROM CHAVES COUNTY.
go together.
The Roswell Register feels that the
Republicans of Chaves County have a Judge Alton Brooks Parker is being
kick coming in the matter of the dis- groomed by former President Clevetribution of the territorial offices in land and by former TJ. S. Senator Hill
their neck of the plains and comments for the Democratic nomination for the
upon the situation as follows:
This has been established
"There are a number of Democrats presidency.
and means that Mr. Bryan and his ad- holding office in Chaves County, who hprpnt will nil trip strnnp-pnuh thp
Louis con.
Heargt candidacy in the
s
rule not
vention. Were the
fnrna in that convention, Judge
Parker would no doubt be nominated
on the' first ballot, but under that rule
Hearst, Bryan et al., have still excellent chances to defeat his nomination.

were appointed by Republican officials
in the Territory. The condition of af- iairs in me cay aim county were sucii
at the time these appointments were
made that this was probably good
policy, but under the. present condition
of affairs, we consider it extremely
detrimental to the best interests of the
Republican party in the county These
Democratic officials are probably well
qualified to fill the positions to which
were appointed, but there are in
the ranks of the county Republicans,
men just as well qualified, and who are
moreover, loyal supporters of their
party, earengtnen me pariy uy put- ting Republicans in appointive offices.
"The Register has no personal feeling against any one of those Democrats who are holding offices which
should be held by Republicans, but
nevertheless it desires to see their
places held by loyal supporters of
the principles and policies of the
Republican party. It is bad policy to
strengthen the enemy, while they are
persistently building themselves up at
the expense of the predominant party
of the Territory."
The New Mexican does not believe
Mr. Hamilton,
chairman of the
House committee on territories was
sure of his ground when he said a
few days ago that he believed the joint
statehood bill passed by the House
would pass the U. S. Senate this session. Should, however, his assertions
by any chance become true there is
nothing left for the people of New
Mexico and of Arizona to do but smash
the constitution and all, when these
questions come before them for a vote.
The bill as passed by the House is unjust, unfair and detrimental to the interests of the people of New Mexico
and Arizona. The sentiment to remain
a territory for a few years longer rath-

that

st

two-third-

when one rea()s the charges in the
Democratic yellow newspaper of this

Territory accusing the present terri-thetoria, admmistratjon of being corrupt
and piHng up enormoils taxeS) lt should
be remembered that witnin the past
fmr years the territorial debt has
n
reduced over S200.000 and there
is now in the territorial sinking funds
the sum of about $240,000. It should
also be remembered that the only increase in taxation has been for the
maintenance of territorial educational
and charitable
institutions. These
facts speak for themselves.

PA1WHSH
The stomach is a larger factor in life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness"
than most people are aware. Patriotism,
can withstand hunger but not dyspepsia.

TECS

t

BAN FRANCISCO ST., SAHTA MS, V.

Diseases of. the
and other
of digestorgans
ion and nutrition
stomach

Although Judge Parker's success in
the New York Democratic convention
his
has encouraged
follows, still
all is not fair sailing for the Paiker
boom. Bryan and Hearst do nut feel
themselves beaten, and are still putting up a straight front and a good

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain Mercury,
mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole sys
tem when entering it through the mucous
surfaces, such articles should nevpr tpj tfM
except ou prescriptions from will
reputable
do is
physicians, as the damage they
temfold to the good you can possibly derive
from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Chenev & Co. .Toledo. ().. contains no mercury, and is taken internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. In buying Hall's
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine.
It is taken internally and made in Toledo,
Ohio, by F.J Cheney Co. Testimonials free.
by Druggists. Price. 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
as

Sunken Eyes

under them.
with "half-moons- "
These tell stories of suffering, worry,
which all underand nerve-decaThis foe to good looks is
stand.
quickly dispelled by the use of Palmo
Tablets.
They remove the cause,
render the eyes bright, brain clear
and nerves calm.
Cease worrying
50
and look and feel years younger.
cents. Book Free.
At

The El Paso, Northeastern
'Cloudcroft Line."
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w. j.
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Attorney-atLaw-

13 2
16 2
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Sania

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

Republican administration,
but we don't like that man Roosevelt
and we are going to make1, all kinds of
charges against him." Their action
reminds one of the following:
"I do not like you, Dr. Fell,
The reason why I cannot tell.
But only this I know full well,
I do not like you Dr. Fell."

E. C. ABBOTT,

ft

Attorney-at-Law- .

Practices in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

a

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law- .

ka

Go to Davis

.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patenti
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,

CLAIRE HOTEL

Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

and steam-heate- d
The mot conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, hatha and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men & J
fire-pro-

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,

GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
of

A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

w.

Practices la the Supreme and DiatrK
Court. Mining and Land Law a specialty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Pal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.,

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office In the Building
CORNER PI, ASA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
i
Osteopath.
Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
p. m. Phone 16&
in.,

THE ST. ELMO CLUB

No.

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.
He and Imported
Dealer in All Kind ssTP

103

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos

...

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD.
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz" Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza.

HARRISON. D. D. 8.,
Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

C. O.

Office: Over

Civil Engineers

Telephone No. 6.

and Tab)
ervice Unexcall

rated and Refi- afakad Throughout

Cuisine

I

WILLIAM VAUOHN, PROP.

Fe

fissees

-

Boons fer Commercial JBam
New Mexico

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

1

The Palace Hotel
Lara; 0 Sample

2-- 5

2

Stenography

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe. N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151
Notary Public, Stenographer and Type-

writer. Translations

From Spanish into English and

from

English into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building.

Reduced rates from all points all the
time to Cloudcroft. "Ask the ticket
agent."

"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
superbly illustrated volume of 124 pases. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S.
Lutz, city agent of the Atchison, To-peand Santa Fe Railway In the CaThe San Juan County papers speak tron Block.
In very high terms of the conduct of
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desthe recent term of District Court in
infor. literature and detailed
criptive
their county by Judge John R. McFie.
The criminal and civil dockets were mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northabsolutely cleared and all cases dis- Brown,
eastern
'
System, El Paso, Texas.
posed of. Both of these papers are
Democratic in politics and it is gratifying to see them do the right thing
er than to accept statehood under the at the right time.
conditions of the bill as passed by the
House is becoming stronger and is
The Pueblo Chieftain concerning the
For Fine Photos.
growing steadily in the two territories. joint statehood bill for the new state
of Arizona remarks: "It is by no
Finished in Platinum and
The Republican state convention means certain that the people of New
Vermont, April Mexico and Arizona would accept this Platino.
held at Burlington,
PLAZA STUDIO
20, instructed its delegates to the Chi- moiety of their just deserts." The
Santa Fe, X. M.
cago convention for Roosevelt And chances are very great and growing
that they will not.
U11 they 'come.

M.r

Land and mining business a
specialty.

h

present

Practices in all the:
Santa Fe,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N.

y

The principal sing song of the DemIf you have any clean cotton
rags
ocratic leaders of both the House of
are suitable for cleaning machinthat
of
and
the
the
Senate
Representatives
Fifty-eightCongress is, "We really ery, bring them to the New Mexican of
can find no particular fault with the fice, and receive cash for same.

Mcpherson,

Attorney-at-Law- .

site.
ALE.

.

N. M.

Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!
Third Judicial District.

the North Side of the Street.

the

Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden.'
Season June 18 to September 30, 1904.

.

WILLIAivI H. H. LLEWELLYN,

25
25

FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CIUB ROOMS.

SECOND CLASS COLONIST
RATES TO THE NORTHWEST.
March 1 to April 30, 1904, via Santa Fe
Second class rates Santa Fe to Helena, Butte and Missoula, Montana, will
be $32, to Portland, Tacoma and Seattle $37, to Spokane $34.50, for particulars call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LTJTZ.
Agent, Santa Fe.

Ave.

Courts in the Territory.
New Mexico.

1--

W. B. McBRAYEK, OLD CROW aas
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
0VE8HOLT and OUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.
IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
WHISKY
AN!) CISTILLE2Y BOTTLE!

No. 210 Don Gaspar Avenue
is

Palace

Attorney-at-Law-

Family Trade a Specialty

Ireland's Pharmacy.

N. M.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,

California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use.
Avondale Club Whiskey. Silver Creek Whiskey.

y

,

WILLIAM McKEAN,

THE

Ask your friends what they think of
Cloudcroft.
The best is not too good for the Bon
Ton.

Attorney-at-Law-

B. HAN LEY
No. 259 on

General Kuropatkin telegraphs that
he will wait reinforcements before attacking the Japs. There is nothing
like being cautious, General.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Office Sena Block.

12

FRENCH C0QNC AND HOLLAND (iiN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND 8KAKDY.
OWNNESS'S COS TEH AND BASSES

71.

EUGENE A. FISKE,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice

K.

Cents latest Styles Demities for
Cents Fine Zephyr Ginghams for
25Cents Fine Lawns for
12 Cents Fine Lawns for
35 Cents LadiesJ Hose for
35 Cents Misses' Lace Striped Hose

Sireel,

K.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Room 15 Catron Block.
'Phone

25
20

fight.

European naval critics are judging
by the recent deplorable accident to
the U. S. battleship Missouri that
American men of war are of inferior
construction.
With them the wish is
father to the thought.

I

ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Special Sale This Week !

Francisco

:.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offlcs
In the Capitol.

j

Santa Fe,

are

The dealer who offers a substitute for
the " Discovery " is only seeking to mak
the little more profit realized on the eala
of less meritorious preparations.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser is sent free on receipt of stamps
to pay expense of mailing only. Send
21 one-cestamps for the paper covered
book, or 31 stamps for the cloth bound.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. 1C

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law, iSa;-- .u Fe,

J. E. Lacome, Proprietor

ness.

advice which you gave me in regard to my
1915
treatment," writes Geo. Dorner, Esq., of
Pulaski Street, Baltimore, Maryland, I used
:to
your Golden Medical Discovery" according
directions. After using four bottles I considered
not
felt
I
as
have
any
cured,
HjiujOTn
myself
since. Had tried almost aU remedies that I
heard of that were good for dyspepsia, but wi. flout relief. Finally, I became discount grd, sad
wrote to you for advice, with the above result.

I
I

constaa Kipprr rf
Has on hand
the finest txaiuSa of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
AU the Popular

CARDS.

Attorneys at ' aw,

OXFORD CLUB

peptic "is fit for
treason, stratagems
and spoils." The
man who goes to the
front for his country
with a weak stomach
will be a weak
soldier, and a fault
finder.
A sound stomach
makes for good citizenship as welt as
for health and happi-

promptly and
permanently cured
hv the use of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
It
builds up the bcniy
with sound flesh and.
solid muscle.
nlflff T twei wd the

PROFESSIONAL

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M,

First class short order meals at the
Bon Ton.
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Rheumatism

MINES AND

Those who have ever felt its keen, cutting pains, or witnessed the intense
suffering of others, know that Rheumatism is torture, and that it is rightly called "The King of Tain."
All do not suffer alike. Some are suddenly seized with t'ie most excruciating pains, and it seems every muscle and joint in the body was being torn
asunder. Others feel only occasional slight pains for weeks or months, when
a sudden change in the weather or exposure to damp, chilly winds or night
air brings ou a fierce attack, lasting for days perhaps, and leaving the patient with a weakened constitution or crippled and deformed for all time.
An acid, polluted condition of the blood is the cause of every form and
variety of Rheumatism, Muscular, Articular, Acute, Chronic, Inflammatory
and Sciatic, and the blood must be purged and purified before there is an
end to your aches and pains. External applications, the use of liniments and
plasters, do much toward temporary relief, but such treatment does not reach
the real cause or cleanse the diseased blood ; but S. S. S., the greatest of all
blood purifiers and tonics, does cure Rheumatism by antidoting and neutralizing the poisonous acids and building up the weak and sluggish blood. It is
sate and reliable in all tonus ot Kneumatism. it makes
musthe old acid blood rich, and the
cles and joints are relieved, the shattered nerves are
made strong, and the entire system is iftvigorated and
toned up by the use of this great vegetable remedy.
If you have Rheumatism, write us, and our physicians will furnish without charge any information desired, and we will mail free our book oa
Rheumatism.
TH SWSFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. OA.
pain-torture-

New Mexican, Friday, April 22,
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Reports prove that Sir William
Ramsay and Professor E. Ellershauseu
ol London, have succeeded in obtaining, by a new process invented by Pro-

fessor Ellershausen and Mr. R. V.
30
zinc white worth
Western,
($146) a ton from the refuse heaps of
the Hafua zinc mines in Wales.
Throughout Wales there are scores of
mines, closed because it does not pay
to work them. All these mines have
miniature mountains of debris, or
tailings," at the surface. There are
millions of tons of this unregarded material, which mine owners have hith
erto looked upon as an unavoidable
nuisance. White lead frequently takes
the place of zinc white, and very little
zinc white is made in Great Britain.
Wales found the process of making it
21
from "spelter" which itself costs
to
($102.20) per ton too expensive
leave a fair margin of profit. Hence,
the present dreary succession of abandoned mines, some of them holding
machinery worth many thousands of
pounds. But zinc white is indispens
able in certain industries; thus Eng

jr

JbMakes Friends Fast

'

and Fast Friends

land imports annually from Germany,
tseigium and the united States some
200,000 tons. By the new process the
expensively obtained spelter is entireEL PASO
The Cigar
ly dispensed with. The zinc white is
You never tire of
taken direct from the ore, which costs
but a tenth the sum; more, as Sir William Ramsay and the other professors
CHICAGO,
LARGEST SELLER EN THE WORLD.
showed, the very refuse of the mines
can be made to yield a substantial
amount of the material. From about
DENVER,
15 tons of the rubbish one ton of zinc
white can be extracted.
Grindstones are made from an even
SALT LAKE CITY.
grained, rather friable sandstone and
are of different degrees of fineness according to the work desired. The
stone must be friable or otherwise in
the grinding would become polished
THE
LINE
NEW MEXICO
by the worn metal. Grindstones, whet
stones, buhrstones, oil stones are made
NEW EQUIPMENT
PROMPT SERVICE
from the rock masses being cut from
the rock into desired shape. In other
CONNECTING AT SANTA FB, N. M , with the Denver ft
words, these implements are cut from
Serious Stomach Trouble Cured.
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
stone and retain their origiquarried
I was troubled with a distress in my
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great
nal rock structure. The stone mostly
sour stomach and vomiting
Northwest.
used in the making of grindstones is stomach,and can
220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.
spells,
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El
truthfully say that
imported from England and Germany Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
System for El Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
in considerable quantity, though in Tablets
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
cured me. Mrs. T. V. WillOhio,- Arkansas and one or two other
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago and all points east via tike Rock
Mich. These tabiams,
Laingsburg,
states a fine grade of stone is quarried. lets are
Island system.
to cure
case
guaranteed
Artificial grindstones are made of sand of stomach trouble of this every
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
character.
and
abrasives.
other
corrundum, emery
Fe and EI Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carrixoso, Santa Rosa, Tucum-car- i,
For sale by all druggists.
N M., Dalhart, Texas, and all other points on the El
Cobalt does not occur native. The
System.
ores of cobalt number a half dozen or
Notice for Publication.
For freight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
more. It is used mainly in the form
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it oper(Homestead Entry No. 7,184)
of oxide, known as absolite. It occurs
Department of ihe Intehioii,
ates, call on or address
usually mixed with oxide of manga
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. March 28, 1904
nese as a bog ore or secondary proBlankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Notion 1b hereby given that the following
B. W. ROBBMS, 6. F. & P. A., SANTA FE, N. M.
settler has filed notice of his intention
duct. It is quite plentiful at Mine La named
to make final proof in support of his claim,
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
Motte, Missouri, and the main supply and that said proof will be marie before the
or receiver at aanta He. It. M.. on
in this country comes from there. Co register
and Other Gems.
for thee!, seH
May 4. 1904, viz: John
neL section 10. town'
bait is obtained in Silesia, New Cale nwU aeU section 3. neU.Nagel
ship 16 north, ranee 10 east. He names the gPPnATTTV
gjffl
donia and other places in connection fMlitwiutr
witnesses
prove his continuous
with nickel ores. It is a metal of steel residence upon ana tg
To
hxve
the
best of every thing in the
cultivation oi said land,n
Tomas Abeyta, Martin igril, bncarna-etogray color and specific gravity of about viz: Ortiz,
Mathias Nagel, all of Santa Fe.
8.6. It much resembles nickel,
the IN. H.
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Manlrl R. Otsbo. Register
atomic weights of the two metals be
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
ing similar and their specific gravity
Chinaware, Glassware, JPiettM Frames ud Moldings Stoves and Singes
"I
used
have
Stomach
Chamberlain's
both
but
Taries
little.
possess
They
Wxmim XjUU to Order
Ooois Bold on Easy Fftymemts
like ductility and tenacity and are and Liver Tablets with most satisfacCobalt, were it tory results," says Mrs. F. L. Phillips,
always associated.
more plentiful in metallic form, could Houston, Texas. For indigestion, bilthese tab
be used for the same purpose that iousness and constipation
WAGJYER
lets are most excellent. Sold by all
nickel is used.
Mexican miners usually work their druggists.
"Licensed Embalmer mines
in an erratic manner, but alNotice for Fublica ion.
though their methods are considered
(Homestead Entry No. 5182.)
primitive,
they have accomplished
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
Depaktment of the Interior,
OUR SPECIALTIES- - OM Crow, McBrayer. Ouckenheimer Rye, Tayfet
some great engineering feats in the
Land Office atSanta Fe. N. M.. March 23. 1904
and Paz ton, OU Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiakiea.
conduct of the mining business. Among
San Francisco Street.
Notice is hereby given that the following
Telephone 10.
named settler has filed notice of his intention
these is the shaft of the Valenciana to
SAN
FRANCISCO
STREET
SAMA FE, N. tt
Night Calls Answered from residence Telephone No. i.
make final
in support of his olaim,
mine, on the Veta Madre, which is and that said proof
proof will be made before the
or Keceiver at santa Fe, w. M on
eight sided, 30 feet in diameter and Register
If you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
Anril 28. 1901. viz : Fernando Armiio. for the
400 feet are swH
The
feet
first
1,320
deep.
of
nw'4, and lots 3 and 4, section 3, T 18
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you loee
Below i.K. 12, c. He names the following wit
walled with solid masonry.
"STRONGEST IN
WORLD."
nesses to prove bis continuous residence
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.
that, the wall rocks are firm and hard upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Dionicio Sandoval. Juan Antonio Sandoval.
and require neither timber nor other Manuel
Portillos, Pentura Portillos. all of
support. The hoisting engines are Pecos. N. M.
,
Manuel R.Otero, Keglster.
grouped about the shaft opposite its
several sides, and the cages run from
Ballard's Horehound Syrup.
top to bpttom being held in position
OF THE UNITED STATES.
Immediately relieves hoarse, croupy
by steel cables, which, reaching from
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.
top to bottom, answer the purpose of cough, oppressed, rattling, rasping and
guides. The Rayas mine shaft, on the difficult breathing. Henry C. Stearns,
same lode, is even larger than that Druggist, Shullsburg, Wis., writes,
above described. One advantage of May 20, 1901: "I have been selling
these large shafts is good ventilation, Ballard's Horehound Syrup for two
.
.
.
Dec. 31,
which would be further improved if years, and have never had a preparathe shafts were partitioned into two or tion that has given better satisfaction.
more tight compartments, one of them I notice that when I sell a bottle they
in
back for more. I can honestly
being carried higher than the others. come
These shafts are in the state of Guan- recommend it." 25c, 50c, fl.OO.
Fischer Drug Company.
ajuato.
31, 1903 .
chalceChrysoprase is a variety of
Keep your business ever before the
dony, the apple green color being due
to nickel oxides.
public b advertising In your home
. ,
paper. A good pdvertiser always has
Through an eight inch pipe, 8,000 success
. . . . .
.
in any onest enterprise
feet long, the intake and discharge
ends of the pipe being submerged,
in
A Dandy for Burns.
there being a head of 160 feet, there
1903
Dr. Bergin, Pana, Ills., writes:
"I
will flow, theoretically, 967 gallons of
water per minute, in practice about have used Ballard's Snow Liniment;
800 gallons per minute.
always recommended it to my friends.
No trouble to answer questions'
JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
carbonas
I am confident there is no better
a
is
hydrous
Remingtonite
made. "It is a dandy for burns,
ate of cobalt, occurring in
JAMES H. HYDE, Vice-Presideincrustations, soft and earthy. It was Those who live on farms are especial
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,
first discovered in a copper mine near ly liable to many accidental cuts,
which
heal
bruises,
Carroll
burns,
rapidly
County, Maryland,
Flnksburg,
Albuquerque, N. M.
.
TI(AIJI and was recently reported found in the when Ballard's Snow Liniment is ap
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
Standard mine, Baker County, Oregon. plied. It should always be kept in
. .
Mr
Phosphorite is a concretionary and the house for cases of emergency."
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.
partly scaly variety of the mineral, 25c, 50c, fl.OO a bottle. Fischer Drug
Company.
apatite, which occurs notably at
Spain. Apatite is of
HEALTH IS YOUTH.
fluorapatite and chlorapatite, bea
Time.
Mountain
ing
at
Paso
6:50
m.
Leaves-E- l
phosphate of calcium with either
Daily
p.
fluorine or chlorine.
Disease and Sickness Bring Old Age.
The ordinary steel tape used by en
Herbine, taken every morning beBolfd
all
for
made
connections
restibuled
train Direct
point gineers is graduated 'under a tension fore
This handsome
breakfast, will keep you in roor pull of ten pounds. Hence, a differ bust
nns through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
health, fit you to ward off disease.
For schedules, rates and other l ence of ten pounds in the
and St Louis without change.
exerted It cures constipation, biliousness, dysAll Kinds of Building Material.
pull
Los
on
or
Angeles formation can
address,
Carries through sleepers
upon the tape, or a difference of 32 de- pepsia, fever, skin, liver and kidney
CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
la Chicago and intermediate points.
grees Fahrenheit, would produce a
complaints. It. purifies the blood and
of
inch
W.
D.
an
per
of
clears
Mrs.
the complexion.
R. W. CURTIS
100 feet of length in the measuring Smith,
Whitney, Texas, writes April
line.
.
3, 1902:
Southwestern Passenger Agent
"I have used Herbine, and
Delivered to any part of the City.
find it the best medicine for constipaEL PASO, TEXAS
Keep yo
business ever
the tion and liver troubles.
It does all
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
.
..
X,. G. LEONARD
.E.P.TURNER
public by advertising m your home you claim for K. Lean highly recomWe Haul Everything that Is Movable.
6n. Passenger ant Ticket Agent papir. A good advertiser anvays has mend it." 50cts a bottle. Fischer
Traveling Passenger Agent
success In any honest enterprise.
DALLAS, TEXAS
EL PASO, TEXAS ,
Phone 35 Santa Fe
Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N. U
Drug Company.

Santa Fe
Centra
Railway
SHORT

Z
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5c.

OF

A. F. SPIE6ELBER6

rn

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

rn

CfjAS. VAGJJEH

FURITUE

Ito.

CO

P. F. HANLEY

CHILES

"

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
THE

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

Texas

.fir

Pacific Railway

Oustahding Assurance
1903

New Assurance Issued
1903

$1,409,918,742.00

322,047,968.00

Income
Assets Dec.
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders

rose-colore- d

f

fllGHT EXPRESS

nir,l
IMr 11

73.718,350.93
381,226,035.53
307,871.897.50
73,354,138.03

34,949,672.27

nt.

FAST..

TiRAIIN"
SCHEDULE NEW

..

two-kind-

CHARLES W. DUDROW.

LUMBER

one-quart-

SASH

DOORS

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

!
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G?and Bargain Sale
50c. on $J.00o
We bought

the entire line of sam

pies of CARSON, PIRIE, SCOTT & CO.
mn
ot cnicago, consisuny ui
Waists, Dress Skirts, Walking Skirts,
Petticoats, Wrappers, Child's Dresses
and Ladies Belts. Don't miss your
opportunity. Come at once. They
will not last long.
SOLil I DBOUSLEIII
Phone
l-au-

ica

249-25- 3

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
No. 108?

SPITZ
i

S3 .

u

DIAMONDS
FULL LINE

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.

IMPORTANT ACTION
YESTERDAY

JEWELRY

By

the Board of County Commissioners
Accounts of Treasurer Knaebel

Manufacturer of

to Be Examined By Experts.

Wm MEEJEYfELBT.

A special meeting of the board of
county commissioners was held at the
court house yesterday afternoon.
There were present Chairman A. L.
Kendall, Commissioners Nicolas Quin-tanand Arthur Seligman, Probate
Clerk Celso Lopez and Deputy Clerk
Federico Lopez.
Among the business done was the
unanimous adoption of the following
resolution introduced by County Commissioner Arthur Seligman:
Whereas, George W. Knaebel has
resigned as treasurer and
collector of this county and whereas
county
a new treasurer and
collector has been appointed by the
Governor of New Mexico and whereas,
it is best for the protection of the
county and it is deemed right, just
and proper to have the books and accounts of the said George W. Knaebel
carefully and properly examined in order that the exact amount may be cor-

a

ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS IK
fTOgTee Fob Chains,
tfiligTee Neck Chains,

Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Case,

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
Fresh Flowers all the Time!

Fresh Fruits in Season!

J&

FKTJITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
M.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N.

niT

FLOWERS A SPECIALTY,!
DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
P.

J

Telephone No. is

O. Box 457

DID YOU KNOW THAT
JOHN KOURY'S NEW CASH STORE
IS HEADQUARTERS FOR
Fine white India linons at the unprecedented price of

5c per

yard and up?

The Latest Dress Trimmings, consisting ot Applique, Venice
Medallions, All Over Laces and Silk Ornaments in black and
white are now on exhibition.
I invite your inspection of the line of Beautiful Silks which I carry,
in all shades and Persian designs. You will be surprised at the low
prices asked.

Catron Block

-

East Side of Plaza

-

Phone i 48

She is soon to be married to Otis G.
Baker, employed by the American
Lumber Company at its plant in the
Duke City.
Hon. T. B. Catron was a passenger
for the south last evening, bent on legal and financial business.
L. A. Hughes of E. J. McLean &
Company was in Las Vegas yesterday
on business connected with his firm.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Kennedy are registered at the Alvarado in Albuquerque
where they will remain for several
days.
Deputy Sheriff J. A. Spivey of Madrid, is in town visiting friends. He
will return to the coal mining camp
tomorrow.
Superintendent C. J. Crandall of the
U. S. Industrial Indian School, left
last evening for Albuquerque on official business.
United States District Attorney W.
B. Childers, who spent yesterdi,'' in
the city oil business, returned to Albuquerque last night.
Father J. Accorsini, parish priest at
Monticello, Sierra County, who has
been in the Capital for a day or two,
returned to his post of duty last night.
Chairman A. L. Kendall of the board
of county commission,ers who spent
yesterday here on official business, Returned to his home at Cerrillos last
evening.
Deputy U. S. Marshal C. E. Foraker,
is spending some days in San Miguel
and Mora Counties serving subpoenas
for that approaching term of the U. S.
District Court for the fourth district.
W. S. Hopewell, general manager of
the Pennsylvania Development Com
pany and the New Mexico Fuel and
Iron Company is in Albuquerque on
business connected with the company.
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Rosenwald of
Las Vegas, who have been in Europe
for some time are on their return to
this country and will arrive at their
home at the Meadow City duringthe
'
forepart of May.
Charles A. Spiess, a Las Vegas at
torney, arrived yesterday noon from
Santa Rosa, Leonard Wood County,
where he has been attending district
court. He attended to business here
yesterday afternoon and left this
morning for his Las Vegas home.
Carl Bishop, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.
L. Bishop is ill with appendicitis, at
Mesilla Park, where he is a student
at the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. His mother,
Mrs. C. L. Bishop, will leave for Mesil
la Park this evening to be at his

Have You Eve
Tit I ED

and adjudication.
The justices of the peace of precinct
No. 4 and precinct No. 18, were ordered to place yellow flags at several
houses in their precincts wherein con-

OPERA

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW LINE
We

GARDEN SEEDS
GARDEN HOSE:

Wire Wound,
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber,

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEELBARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS
at the Lowest Possible Prices

Wo A. KHcKENZIE

Hardware Store.

Carry a Complete Line of

Shoes, Oxford Ties and Slippers
For Ladies, Misses and Children.
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED

1

!

Seligman finis. Co.
PHONE NO. 36

P. O. BOX 219.

San Francisco St.

Telephone 26.

e. Kaune fcCo
OOR OCERS
Boss Patent Flour

1

1

A NEW CAR

JUST IN.
want absolute success with all
your baking? The Finest of bread?

1

Do you

USE BOSS PATENT

FLOUR.

The very finest ever made anywhere.
Our guarantee with every sack.
We not only say that it is the best but
so does everybody
SO

that ever used

it.

LBS. BOSS, $1.50.
50 LBS. CRYSTAL,

$1.40

the Bread that we sell is made
from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
some and see how good It is.'
MACKEREL that have ever
finest
of
the
We have a limited supply
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
the best.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRI NGS BUTTER.
All

HOUSE
Spin 25i(

LEO

and

RETAIL
DEALER

CM

lp(

j FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,
SALT and SEEDS.

WHOLESALE

d

Bulk and Package

PAIR OF

For Style, Comfort and Durability They Cannot Be Beat.

r

tagious diseases are reported to be,
an,d to notify all persons living in the
vicinity to abstain from entering such
houses while the disease exists.
The city officials were tendered a
room in the court house for use as .the
city clerk's office and as a council "They Sing the Songs That Have
chamber at a rental of $5 per month
which rental shall include janitor ser- Touched the Heart of the World."
vices, fuel and light.
The clerk was ordered to notify all
county officials that no charge for rent
Year of Organization.
Thirty-thirwill be allowed by the board and that
Same Management for Twenty Years.
offices will be assigned to them in the
county building on application to the
chairman of the board.
THE ORIGINAL
The matter of the removal of the
United States court from the court
house to the federal building was
considered by the board and on motion
of Commissioner Arthur Seligman, it CHARLES MUMFORD, Manager
was resolved by the board that the
United States be allowed the use of
the court room, clerk's office and all
other rooms now used by the court Popular Prices, 50c, 75c,
and its officials free of all charge.
Reserved Seats at Ireland's.
The board then adjourned to meet
again at the call of the chair.

PHay,

A

!

UTZ & DUNN SHOES?

rectly determined and fixed and that
the proper amounts due the said county be ascertained and the new treasurer start correctly. Therefore, be it
Resolved, by the board of county
To make man better, make
commissioners of this county that a
competent accountant be employed for trade better.
To make trade
the purpose of thoroughly and commake goods better.
pletely examining the books of the better,
collector
said treasurer and
Schilling's Best:
at a proper compensation, which shall
tea
spices
not exceed the sum of $100 for said
coffee
soda
flavoring extract
work and investigation to be carried
Your grocer's; moneybaefc.
on under the direction of County Com
missioner Arthur Seligman to whom
this work is intrusted; and said ac
countant shall furnish a complete re
Away ahead of all at Bon Ton.
port of the said examinations and inthe
books
and
of
and
such
vestigations
amounts of money he finds due the Reduced rates from all points all the
to Cloudcroft. "Ask the ticket
county and the report shall be exam time
ined and approved by the said Com agent."
missioner Arthur Seligman and then
submitted to this board for approval
baking-powde-

INCORPORATED 1903

ESTABLISHED I856

IN

Fisk Jubilee Singers
$i

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.

THE : OLD

MISS A. MUGLER
Southeast Cor.
T. C. Jones, a Cerrillos merchant,
was in the city yesterday purchasing
goods.
y
Lou H. Brown, cashier of the bank of
Deming, arrived in the city on the noon
train today.
Mrs. Louis Huning of Los Lunas,
spent the past week in Albuquerque on
a visit to friends.
Miss Florence Holcomb of Portland,
Michigan, has arrived in Albuquerque.

l

Plaa.

WfcsitMlt
1

Shows pretty assortment of Belts,

Fancy Collars, etc., Kid Gloves

both in finished and unfinished
line. Carry good line of Embroidery Silks. Pillow Tops, Cords and
Tassels for same. I have just received another consignment of the
r
Latest Styles in
Hats, also Children's and Misses'
Leghorn Flats.
Ready-to-Wea-

Millinery Millinery

CURIO : STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, Prop.
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.

,

PERSONAL MENTION

:

I

i

A exican
I
a

wi

&

'

;

;j'

Retail Dcaleri fa

and Indian Curios

The beat plaeo to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian a4
Maxima Pottery, Belles from the Cliff Dwellings,
IidlM Baskets, In fact ail sorts of Curios of India
sake earn bo tome at Our Store Jt 0.

1

1 RAFFIA,

, O. BOX 340

REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketry.

&&

j&

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
:
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M
:

HRELAMJ'S' PHARMACY
Ol AS! Hm.'6's TSateel Si&thmevy
25 Pet' Csat
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MINOR CITY TOPICS

Leaal
the
in
Always
Our Soda Fountain Is Now Ready for

the Purest, Cleanest and Most

You With

i

Delicious SOD

WATEO and ICE CREAJW

Ever Tasted. Only the
est Sugar Syrup and Fruit Juices Are
Used in Our Syrups and Distilled Water
Pur-

SODA You

in Our Soda.
230

san

FRANCISCO ST

COLORED
English Worsted Suitings, New Mohair Sicilians
and Brllliantines, French Venetian Cloth,
Voiles. Jasper Silks. Liberty Silks, French
Voiles, Plain and Dotted Effects. Paris Crepes
De Chine in all the most delicate shades.

"Beautiful Mercerized Waistings."
ELEGANT LINE OF WASH GOODS
Come in and look them over.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVICEO. W. HICKOX, President

jt

S.Q.

CO.

S

CARTWRIGHT, Sec'y and Treas.

Street.
Meat Aarket Telephone

No. 250 San Francisco

Grocery Telephone

No.

4.

No. 49.

Ralston Purina Foods.

g

We Are Now Prepared to Make Remarkably Low Prices
on Ralston Parma Foods.
15c Packages Purina Pan Kake Flour. 2 Packages for 25c
15c
20c Packages Ralston Breakfast Food
15c
20c Packages Palston Barley Food
25c
15c Packages Ralston Grits, 2 Packages for
10c
Ralston Health Crisp
10c
Ralston Health Cereal Coffee
25c
corn
Ralston
meal,
Kornkins,
Sacks
35c
granulated

FRESH BUTTER.
Meadow Gold Butter is always good, always sweetest
flavor, and is the highest priced butter on the market, per
Pound, 35c. Pure Separator Creamery Butter, the Beeth-woolately improved in quality and now almost as good
as the Meadow Gold Butter, per pound 30c.
MEAT MARKET.
At this season of the year it is almost impossible to get
native meat that is fit to eat. We handle nothing but. the
choicest packing house products. We now have in stock
eastern lamb, mutton and beef of tfie highest quality,
which we are sending out in the best possible manner
d,

Butchers, Baiters, Grocers
Gaze On Our
Hew Furniture
Handsome Baby Car
riages and
of the Latest Makes
Go-Car- ts

HOUSEHOLD

New and Second Hand
Will furnish your house from the
kitchen to the garret for cash or on

The Installment Plan.
No trouble to show you through the
establishment wheteryou buy or not
and if you buy will deliver goods free

D. S. LOWITZKL

policy until the drouth is broken and
more rain fall is had. The management will allow irrigation whenever
possible, but as the water supply is
still very limited it can not do so of- tener than once a week at this time.
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Pablo Delgado, also being the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs" B. M. Read
was today baptized at the Guadalupe
Church by Father Deraches. The child
was named Magdelina in honor of Mr.
Read's first wife, now deceased, who
was the grandmother of the child. Mr.
Delgado arrived on the noon train
from Albuquerque to be present at the
christening.
The ball to be given tomorrow evening at the Madrid Opera House by
the Madrid Lodge No. 18, I. O. O. F.
will be quite an affair. The music will
be furnished by the Capital City Band
and the flowers by Arthur Boyle, the
florist of this city. A large attend
ance is expected. Handsome invita
tions have been printed by the New
Mexican Printing Company and quite
a number of them have been sent out.

La Tortulia will meet tomorrow afternoon with Miss Atkinson at the
home of Mrs. Weltmer.
'Jake Levy of Albuquerque,
spent
yesterday in the city as the guest of
his aunt Mrs. Abe Gold.
Contractor Antonio Windsor has a
force of men at work today reflooring
the first floor of the Palace Hotel.
New potatoes, wax beans, strawbertomatoes,
ries, green peas, spinach,
and celery at Cartwright-Davis- .
The contract to paper and paint the
interior of the postoffice
awarded, to Lorenzo & Digneo and they
will begin work next week.
Dr. C. N. Lord and family yesterday
moved from the VVheelock house to the
residence recently purchased by the
Doctor at 256 Palace Avenue.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.
will hold its regular weekly meeting
this evening at 7:30 o'clock at Odd
Fellows' Hall on San Francisco Street.
FRUITFUL SAN JUAN.
Andres Griego a ranchman of Canon
Blanca, arrived in the city this mornOn the
ing on land office business.
Rapidly Advancing Many Immigrants
way to the city his horse died and he
Arriving 8,500,000 Pounds of Ap-- '
was obliged to walk to town.
pies Marketed Last Year.
Yesterday was a rather bad day as
far as wind was concerned in this city
Judge John R. McFie in an interview
and it was more than strenuous and
last evening, expressed himself as
in
Fe's
cities
to
Santa
sister
the
tough
east and south, Las Vegas and Albu- follows about San Juan County, where
he held court recently:
querque.
"The weather during the term of
Teofilo Martinez, one of the' oldest court was
Considervery
residents of this vicinity, died last able progress hasdelightful.
been made in the
evening at his home on the Agua Fria county since I was there six months
Road, after a lingering illness. Mar ago, many new houses have been erecttinez had acquired a competency sell- ed in the
county seat, new fields opening wood.
ed for cultivation and farm improveThe funeral of Mrs. Isabel Sena ments of every kind are noticeable.
which took place from the Cathedral There is almost a continuous line of alat 7 o'clock this morning was largely falfa fields and orchards from Cedar
attended. Father Fourchegu conduct- Hill to Farmington and some distance
ed the services. Interment was made below on San Juan River; it is a beauin Rosario Cemetery.
tiful sight at this season of the year
A large ice box is being constructed when the trees are in bloom and the
by Contractors Partridge and Hanna alfalfa fields are turning a rich green.
for George Anton in the store room at There has been less precipitation in
No. 257 lower San Francisco
Street, San Juan County this year than usual,
which will shortly be occupied by Mr. but as there is a lai.ge snowfall at the
heads of the rivers of that county,
Anton as a meat market.
The frost last night thinned out the they are rising very rapidly now so
fruit blossoms materially. The" ex- that one can hear the waters roaring
tent of the damage cannot be ascer- at a considerable distance from the
tained for several days yet but as the stream.
"There is a constant inflow of east
temperature went down to 27 degrees,
ern people into the county and as
it is feared that it was very great.
these are largely agriculturists and
Sparks from an engine set fire to the
horticulturists,
they are purchasing
Coal Avenue viaduct in Albuquerque
farms. There is considerable activity
a
burned
and
early yesterday morning
in the county in that way
hole of considerable dimansions. The therefore as
well as lots in the towns,
and
lands,
Are company was called out and the
in value. San Juan is
are
chemical engine soon extinguished the one increasing if not
of the best,
the best watered
flames.
counties in New Mexico. It has a ver
The Fiske Jubilee Singers are compopulation of
large English-speakin- g
ing. They are highly recommended thrifty, agricultural and business peoand from all accounts are well worth ple. The Spanish-speakinpeople of
hearing, The New York World says that county are almost altogether setof them that they are the only Jubilee tled in the Largo Canon country and
Singers' that have preserved the real are above the average in thrift and
folk songs of America.
The Pueblo Indian who has been
"It was a real pleasure to myself
confined in the city jail for several and the court officials to visit this
days on the charge of drunkenness county and we were able to transact
was given a trial this morning before almost double the amount of business
Justice of the Peace Garcia. He was in the same time that we can else
fined $5 and cost, which was paid this where, because the service of an inter
afternoon by another Indian and the preter is rarely if ever needed for the
defendant released.
benefit of a jury and is only necessary
Cards were received in the city yes in case of Spanish speaking witnesses.
terday by friends of Mr. and Mrs. Carl There is very little crime committed
Metzgar of Altoona, Pennsylvania, an in that county; there were several
nouncing the birth of a son on April 13. criminal cases at last term of court,
Mr. Metzgar was for some time in the but this was because some persons
engineering department of the Santa charged with crime had escaped from
Fe Central Railway and he and Mrs. the jail in former years and these
were rounded up by James E. Elmer,
Metzgar were married in this city.
the
present sheriff of that county, who,
The cold snap is over, says the
and
weather bureau and fair and warmer is, by the way, one of the bravest
in
the
officers
best
Territory.
and
is
weather
predicted for tonight
"The county has almost completed
tomorrow. Yesterday the maximum
its new court house at Aztec at a cost
1
56
hi.
was
at
p.
temperature
degrees
and the minimum 34 degrees at 9 a. of about $7,000, all of which has been
court in the
m. The relative humidity for the day paid and we have held
two
was 29 per cent and there was a trace new court house for the last
are
several
terms.
There
irrigatlarge
6
This morning at
of precipitation.
area
o'clock the temperature went down to ing canals in the county and the
is constantly in27 degrees and there was a killing of cultivated land
creasing. Several new buildings have
frost during the night.
been erected in Aztec and Farmington
Joseph Martinez, the sixteen year since we were there last, six months
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Martinez
The county, also boasts of one of
died yesterday afternoon at his par- ago.
the best and most enthusiastic educaents' home on Agua Fria Road. The tional associations in the Territory.
funeral services will be held at the This association meets monthly, has
Guadalupe Church at 7 o'clock tomor- an interesting program at each meetrow morning. Burial will be made in
and exhibits great earnestness in
the Guadalupe Cemetery. Dudrow & ing
school work. This naturally helps
the
Montenie are the funeral directors.
to bring about good schools, especial
Santa Fe Lodge No. 4C0. Benevolent ly in the larger towns. There are two
and Protective Order of Elks has pur- or three churches in each of the larg
chased the Adam's property fronting er settlements and the attendance of
on Palace Avenue and San Francisco the schools seems to be very good.
Street, adjoining the property of the We were informed that there was
Catholic Church on the east and T. B. marketed from San 'Juan County last
Catron on the west. Consideration year, 8,500,000 pounds of apples, and
private. The sale was made by O. C. as peaches, pears and other fruit are
Watson, real estate and insurance raised in abundance, San Juan County
is certainly a leader in horticultural
agent.
The management of the Santa Fe production."
Water and Light Company desires to
give notice that irrigation of lawns BUSS FOR SUNMOUNT TENT CITY
and orchards by water consumers will
Leaves the Claire Hotel Daily
again be allowed tomorrow, Saturday
from 8 In the morning until 12 noon.
as Follows:
I
The management hopes that such consumers as may want to use irrigation Leaves 9:00 a. m., returns 9:30 a. m.
on their lawns and orchards will do Leaves 11:30 a. m., returns 12:00 m
so between the. hours named, but must Leaves 1:30 p. m., returns 2:00 p. m.
request that all unauthorized irrigation Leaves 5:30 p. m., returns 6:00 p. m
cease as this is considered the best
Tickets on Sale at Claire Hotel.
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OFFICIALMATTERS.

,J. p. VICTORY

Postoffice Established.
has been established at
Rodey, Dona Ana County, to be served
from Hatch, one and a quarter miles

Attorney at Law and

A postoffice

distant.
Transferred to Albuquerque.
Miss Alberta

C. Crowe formerly a

the Indian School at Carson, Nevada, has been transferred to
the Indian School at Albuquerque.
Territorial Funds Received.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn
today received the following public
funds: From J. D. Walker, treasurer
teacher

Seal Estate
(17

Rpi

Sao Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N

in

ft

.EAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real estate secur
ty on easy terms.

HOMES.
I have a nice cottage (douW) six
ooras on one side, 4 on the other?
collector of Eddy Counand
jwner occupies 4 rooms and the
ty, $28.60 taxes for 1902, and $16.50 rent for $25 a month; good neighbor-- ,
taxes for 1903.
erect other bull-lin- gs
taood; ample space-tane
stables
on same street;
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Otero today appointed the ither outbuildings; the price asked W
following notaries public: Eliseo Lujan yery low.
of Velarde for Rio Arriba County. AlCan sell at a bargain cozy homes out
fonso Clouthier of Taos for Taos.
Manhattan
avenue, one a naw stone
S.
Tesson of Santa Rita for
Joseph
improvements;
Grant County. Andres Sena of Los house with all modern
the other an adobe-brichouse, 7
Alamos for San Miguel County.
rooms;
fruit
and
vegetable garden;
Articles of Incorporations.
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
The following articles of incorpora- fruit
trees ; currant and raspberry
tion have been filed in the office of
the territorial secretary: The Texas bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
and New Mexico Investment Company, bouse will be rented.
principal office at Amarillo, Texas.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
The incorporators are W. H. Fugua
I have sever; business
blocks fo
and H. H. Wallace of Amarillo, Texas, ale on this great mart of
some
trade,
Frank P. Harman, Salem, Virginia: of them producing more than eighs
W. A. Jackson and W, F. Buchanan of
per cent, net, on purchase price asked.
Tucumcari. The company is incorpor
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
ated for 50 years for the purpose of
I have several other commercial sdo
buying, owning, selling and trading in
real estate in the town of Tucumcari. business propositions to submit those
The capital stock of the company is
to enter mercantile life and to
row up with the new era of
$25,000 divided into 250 shares of the
proprity
now coming in with the Santa Ke Cenpar value of $100 each. The first tral
Railway.
board of directors consists of the inCHURCHES.
corporators. W. A. Jackson and W. F.
Buchanan of Tucumcari have been ap
I am authorized to dispose of the Cob
pointed New Mexico agents with office
regational Church, on the south side
at Tucumcari.
onvenient to the contemplated Union.
Coal Land Contest Decided.
two lots, and witt
The commissioner of the general Depot. It stands upon
land office, on April 15, 1904, decided be sold cheap, or the buildinpr will be
the coal land contest of August Rich-te- r repa red and leased to responsible parvs. Edward Pillars, involving the ties.
THERE ARE OTHERS.
right to purchase the coal land in
County, situated in the W
Several small houses, some stoat,
section 4, some
NE
and NE
NE
brick, others frame, upon my
T 15 N, R 18 W, near Gallup, New
which I vould be glad to show
books,
Mexico, in favor of Pillars, from which an intended
purchaser. They are dedecision Pillars, through his attorney
and will be sold
sirably
situated,
appealed to the commissioner whose cheap.
decision reverses the register and reORCHARDS
ceiver, and holds that Pillars is entitI
also have a fruit ranch in a high
led under the law to the right of purchase of the said coal land. Richter itate of cultivation, in the suburbs,
was represented by B. M. Read, Esq., with a building site overlooking the
of Santa Fe, and Horton Moore, Esq., mtlre city of Santa Fe. On it there ia
of Albuquerque. Edward Pillars was in artificial reservoir, the only oe ol
represented by Charles F. Easley, of Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more la
Santa Fe, who appealed the case to lepth, holding over 125,000 gallons ot
the commissioner with the above re water, constantly replenished, trots,
sult.
which the whole place can be irrigated
iaily during the summer, and whicb
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton. :ould be. stocked with tah. The land
contains many hundreds of young tree
For handsome des it t finest and most valuable varieCloudcroft!
criptive literature and detailed infor ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
mation- as to rates, etc., address A. N. ipricots, cherrieo and other fruits, the
Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, North- greater part of which already bear; a
eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
young bearing vineyard, thousands ot
bushes of currants and other small
fruits; extensive beds of asparagus,
MARKET REPORT.
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables.
be scld on easy terms, and for muck
MONEY AND METAL.
iess,than it cost, owing to 111 health 04
New York. Aoril 22. Monev on call, the owmer.
1& per cent. Prime mereay, 1
PLAZA PROPERTY.
cantile paper 4?4K percent. Silver
To
those
wishing to catch the creaar
54i.
.
New York, April 22 Lead quiet4.iu ol Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
.
65; copper, steady. 13 k
at figures that will double themselves
GRAIN.
In less than three years.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
April 22. Close, Wheat,
Chicago.
several large tracts of desirable
tale
84.
May, 88; July,
Corn, Mav, 4;juiy, b$ s a.
land which I am permitted to sell at
Oats, May, 36; July, 35.
very low figure. One tract contains
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ibout 3,500 acres, and is located about
812.25.
miles southwest of
and one-ha- lf
three
Pork, May, 811.97M; Ju'v,86.756.773-a'.
Lard, May, 86.57H; July,
all of it is under
Las
nearly
Vegas;
6.55.
Bibs, Mav, 86.15; July, 6.52
fence; good grazing and water tor
WOOL MARKET,
ttock; some timber. Another tract
Wool,
St. Louis, Mo., April 22
Las Vegas;
50 acres, 7 miles from
steady.
with an excellent
and
Umber
grazing,
a
nieaium, jo
Territory ana western
over it SUM
14
15J; fine, 13M itream of water passing
19; fine medium,
acres
350
cf farming,
of
mother tract
C4 15.
8 miles west
STOCK MARKETS.
jrazlng and timber land,
'
running watei
Las Vegas, with
New York, April 22. Atchison 73K;
It.
,po
York
New
Central,
116;
pfd., 94;
Konnai'ivania. 117: Southern Paclnc,
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
D.
92;
Pacific,
Union
pfd.,
85;'
48;
I can sell you large tracts of lana
S. Steel, 10; pia., no.
suitable for mining coal or the prodn
STOCK.
Ion of timber.
-Kansas Cltv. Mo., April 22. Cattle
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
market receipts, steady.
In all parts of the Territory, and
Native steers, 84.00 a 85.25; South
84 40; Siutheru
em steers, S3 85
in Wyoming
ne
83.50; native cows ana
cows, 82.75
I will take
rleasure in showing
and
Stockers
(d
84.50;
heifers, 82.00
desirable built
investors
prospective
82.60
84.60; bulls,
feeders, 83.25
ot the
in
the
ites
neighborhood
tng
western
86.00;
83.85; calves, 83.00
84.75; western cows, Capitol, and in the vicinity of tht
steers, 83.60
84.20.
82.00
Presbyterian church, and other localmarket
strong.
ities of the city which in a few yean,
receipts,
Sheep
Muttons, 8 50 85.85; lambs, 85.60 will be worth double the present taki85.85;
80.50; Range weathers, 85 00
ng price.
85.40.
Ewes, 83.50
22.
market,
ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURCattle,
Chicago, April
receipts, steady.
NISHED.
85.50;
Good to prime steers, 85.00
aoor to medium, 83.80 & 85 00; stockers
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in
and feeders, 83 00 84 25; cows $1.75
til parts of the city. Single, or en
84 40; heifers, 82.25 & 84.75; canners,
84.10;
82 50; bulls, 82 25
81.75
uite for light housekeeping. Some o
calves, 82.00 (3 85.10; Texas fed steers, them within five minutes walk of
$4.80.
84.25
Plaza.
Sheep market receipts, steady.
75
85.45;
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
Good to choice wethers,
84 60;
fair to choice mixed, 83.75
At El Cuervo. 10 miles from the Roe
western sheep, 14.90 (3 85.45; native Cstand road, I can sell you about M8
Iambs 84.50 (Q 85.50. clipped western
excellent
grazing
lambs, 85.00 ffl 85.75; wooled western acres; patented;
land.
86.75.
lambs, 85.90
k

'
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IRELABJBfS PHARMACY
DemigooGD amd Wiich Inlsisel
Fqt the Face, Hands, Shin and Completion.

ret

tresim

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, April 22, 1 904.

6

TERRITORIAL

COMfcb QUICKLY.

TOPICS.

Don't Have to
Sant,-

SAN JUAN COUNTY.

1
WITH THE

IN CONNECTION

Rock Island System
OPERATES THROUGH SERVICE
TO

Kansas City and Chicago
Latest pattern wide vestibule Pullman Standard
and Tourist Sleepers. All Meals served in Rock
Island System Dining Cars
"BEST MEALS

WHEELS"

ON

'ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
A N. BROWN, G. P. A,

T. H. HEALY,

PassengT Agent, El Pao, Texas.

IP

S

DEUVER

Denver

DID

BDDJIDE

J

SISTEjD

Rio 6rande, Rio Grande Western, Rio
Grande & Santa Fe and Rio Grande
&

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LINE TO

;

'

Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadvillt,
(Henwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena. San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
In Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

THE TOURISTS FAVORITE ROUTF
To all Mountain Resorts

0"The Only

Line Passing Through Salt Lake CHy KnrowM to the Pacific Coast

DENVER

BETWEEN

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
GLEN WOOD SPGS
OR AN D JU NCT'N

SLHPIII6

ns

DINING CARS

AND

SALT LAKE CITT
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS N GELES

WEttteSBSI

hew mExico miLrrnnY iiistitute-ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established and Supported 17

UM

Territory.

all graaaatss sf StaaSard Eastern Cellefoa. Ne
aod
eautpaMCts awfcra aad crapieto; tsaahcatoa,
bandings, all faralthlap
all coavealeacet.
; baths, water-workTUITION, BOARD AND LAUNDRY. S2M per ssasiaa. Sassisa U three tersts ai
thlrtcca weeks each.
feet
ROSWELL Is a aatea' heat rsaart,
S. Rasrittaa, J. C Lea tad E. A. Cakaaa.
IEQENTS Nafta JaHa, W. M. Rasa,
COL J. W. WILLSON, Supl
Par partlcalars aaarass
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,
s,

a'

aar

km
t.

It

tee-Uy- el;

d.

Bee.
Lemp's StJt JtLouis
jt

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

WATERS

PILLEB

The Trade Sapplied From Oae Bottle to a Carload.

Gcfadafope Street,

Santa Fe, N.

Created

M.

Phone No. 38.

Something from nothing a garden
from a desert. Such is the history
Take land
of irrigated sections.
that sells for fifty cents an acre, put
water on it, and it sells for what?
There are quarters of laud in the
Irrigated sectioQ of Colorado that
cannot be purchased for

Wealth

$20,000
and yet you can purchaso in the Big
Horn Basin of Wyoming and in the
North Platte Valley of Nebraska
irrigated land for 815 an acre up,
where climatic conditions are healthful and exhilarating, where the
water supply is plentiful and Inexhaustible, and where fuel Is abundant and cheap.

Let

me send you booklets

telling

all about these bargains.

i:iiilliiiqniii

Ticket
Q.

Office, 103917th St

W. VALLERY, General Agt.

DENVER

Weeks..
Illustration.

Wait
Fe

for

A

Waiting is
Mr. Ballon of Texas, last week purPrompt action pleases everybody.
chased the Jack Real ranch on the I. a
A burden on the back is a heavy
Plata, the consideration being in the weight.
Professor
neighborhood ' of $4,000.
Hard to bear day after day.
Wyatt and Mr. Ballon, who have reHarder still year after year.
over San Juan
cent, been looking
Lifting weight, removing the burCounty and who returned to Texas ex- den,
pect to return shortly and establish a
Brings appreciating responses.
colony of 20 families on the La Plata.
Santa Fe people tell of it.
DONA ANA COUNTY.
Tell how it can b done.
Unless water conies down the river
Tell of relief that's quick and sure.
within fifteen days the entire wheat
Here is a case of it:
crop of Mesilla Valley in the vicinity
St.,
ToinftS Baca, miner of Cerrillos
first
of Las Cruces, will be lost and the
not the slightest hesitahave
"I
says:
crop of alfalfa will not average five tion in recommending Doan's Kidney
bales to the acre. So far there seems
'
I thoroughly believe from my
little chance of any relief. With the Pills.
experience that anyone troubled with
exception of the few gardens irrigated an
aching back, and most miners are
are
all
vegetables
by pumping plants
with that tormenting afflicannoyed
to
also dying. The first crop promises
who
goes to Ireland's Pharmacy
tion,
be abundant, but will suffer for lack
Doan's
for
Kidney Pills and takes a
the
water
unless irrigated during
of
course
of
the
treatment, will find his
next few weeks.
backache cease. I had attacks of it for
GRANT COUNTY.
so that I could
The two story frame residence of about three years, never
I would
a
time
not
but
many
work,
Captain Fitzsimmons, in the western
off had I been able to afford
laid
have
was
de
of
Silver
totally
City
part
Doan's Kidney Pills stopped a very
stroyed by fire on Tuesday night. The it.
serious attack. I am thoroughly con
loss is fully covered by insurance.
will prove as beneficial to
George H. Nye, aged 66 years, and vinced they
one of the earliest settlers in Grant Mners as they did to me."
.For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
County, died at the Woman's Hospital
box. Foster-Milbur- n
a
Co., Buffalo, N.
a
lin
on
after
in Silver City
Tuesday
sole agents for the United States.
gering illness and a complication of
the name Doan's and
Remember
diseases. He was one of the best
no
cake
other.
A
in
Grant
known cattlemen
County.
wife and son living in Washington
Reduced rates from all points all the
state survive him.
time to Cloudcroft. "Ask the ticket
LINCOLN COUNTY.
Flem Bingham recently received an agent."
appointment as ranger on the Lincoln
DO YOU WANT THE EARTH 1
Forest Reserve.
The Earth is a new monthly illustra
Last Saturday night the home of Ira
Wetmore, at Coalora was discovered ted journal, published by the Santa Fe.
to be in flames, and before assistance Tells the truth about the great southcould be rendered the house was a west and California the truth is goo:l
smoking ruin. The residence and fur- enough. Frequent articles describing
niture was valued at about $2,500 and your part of the country. Contains letwas insured for $1,500. Mrs. Wetmore ters written by farmers, stockmen and
was in Roswell and Mr. Wetmore was fruit raisers; men who have succeeded
temporarily absent when the confla- and who give the reasons why. Strong
editorials and interesting miscellany.
gration occurred
A very persuasive immigration helper.
ROOSEVELT COUNTY.
Why not have it sent to friends
Sheriff Fred Higgins of Roswell was
"back
east" to do missionary woric for
last
of
in Portales the latter part
week after J. D. Ray, who was wanted the southwest? Regular subscription
in Roswell under different charges. price is 25 cents a year; worth double.
with
Ray was on a freight train, and was Send us 50 cents (coin or stamps)
arrested by Sheriff Higgins and Odom names and addresses of five eastern
friends; we will mail the Eart'i to
and returned to Roswell.
Miss Caroline Sieb died at Michigan them and to you for six months. Write
1120 Railway Ex
City, Indiana, at 6:30 p. m., April 7, today to the Earth,
in
to
Portales
came
Chicago.
Building,
Sieb
change
1904. Miss
March, 1902, for her health and rewhen she
MAKES, A CLEAN SWEEP.
mained until September,
There's nothing like doing a thing
went to her home in Indiana. She imever
proved under New Mexico air but after thoroughly. Of all the salves you
Salve is the
Arnica
Bucklen's
heard
of,
in
home
to
Indiana,
back
her
going
best. It sweeps away and cures burns
gradually went into a decline.
While assisting in repairing a wind sores, bruises, cuts boils, ulcers, skin
mill and pump on the Fres and Crews eruptions and piles. It's only 25c, and
ranch, 85 miles southeast of Portales, guaranteed to give satisfaction by
Edward O'Dell was struck on the head Fischer Drug Company.
with a piece of pipe thrown from the
For handsome des
Cloudcroft!
mill tower. The injured man was
and detailed inforwas
literature
White
Dr.
and
to
criptive
Portales
brought
to
as
mation
etc., address A. N.
rates,
examination
summoned, who upon
discovered that the skull was frac- Brown, G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northtured allowing a piece of bone to rest eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
upon the brain. It was decided to take
Booth's oysters any way you want
the patient to Fort Worth, where his
at Bon Ton.
them
him
of
could
have
relatives
charge
during operation and convalescence.
Best Cough Medicine for Children.
The party departed for that place on
When
to
you buy a cough medicine for
up
the
patient
Tuesday afternoon,
that time, not having regained con small children you want one in which
you can place implicit confidence
sciousness.
You want one that not only relieves
COUNTY.
CHAVES
Joel Long of Jicarilla and Miss but cures. You want one that is un
Viola A. Pettit were married at Ros questionably harmless. You want one
well last Friday by Justice of the that is pleasant to take. Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy meets all of
Peace J. T. Evans.
Miss Mae Lenora Moore and Hayden these conditions. There is nothing so
Forbes Smith both of Roswell, were good for the coughs and colds incident
married in that city last week at the to childhood. It is also a certain pre
home of the bride's parents, Mr. and ventive and cure for croup, and there
Mrs. C. A. Moore. The best man was is no danger whatever from whooping
Howard Wilson and Miss Mable Pat- cough when it is given. It has been
terson was maid of honor. Rev. C. C. used in many epidemics of that dis
Hill, pastor of the Christian Church, ease with perfect success. For sale
by all druggists.
performed the ceremony.
Miss Pearl Duffy and James II.
Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Carey were married at Roswell on
Season
June 18 to September 30, 1904.
of
home
at
week
the
of
last
Thursday
on Military Heights.
M. J. Gossett
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
Rev. W. E. Lyon of the M. E. Church
The Mexican Central has
recently
was the- officiating minister.
J. P. Cosgrave died last Sunday placed on sale tickets to New York and
morning at his home on Riverside return going via the Mexican Central
Heights, Roswell. The deceased had to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
been ill only for a few days. He was via the famous Ward Steamship Line
born in Mantau, Ireland. He is sur- to New York. The return will be by
vived by one son and one daughter. rail over any line to El Paso. The enThe funeral services were held from tire trip covering thousands of miles,
the residence of the deceased, Father Havana, Cuba, and its famous Moro
Herbert of the Catholic Church, off- Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
iciating.
largest cities of the United States.
The Woman's Club of Roswell, re- can be made for $122.50. A more decently held an interesting meeting. lightful trip cannot be planned as stop
Mrs. Crawford, leader for the clay, took over
privileges are allowed and the ticcharge of the program. Mrs. Crawford kets are good for one year from
the
gave an interesting and comprehen- date of sale. The
Includes the City
trip
sive resume of literature. Mrs. Sidney of
Mexico, the "Paris of America,"
Prager sang Longfellow's "Arrow and Further information can be secured by
the Song." Mrs. Earle spoke on EasC.
ter literature and Mrs. Thorn told sev- addressing W. S. Mead, orR. Hudson,
W. D.
agent,
passenger
general
Miss
stories.
eral southern dialect
assistant
passenger
general
Murdock,
Farris sang Ridley's "Hush Little
Girl, Don't Cry." Mrs. Bear talked on agent.
western literature. Miss McClaine reIt will pay you to advertise. Try It
cited several selections from Eugene
Field. Mrs. Hagerman gave a short
talk on magazines and Mrs. Downs
closed the program by singing Longfellow's "Day is Done."
Are you satisfied at home? Or do
lunch counter at Bon Ton. you wish to better yourself? You
should Investigate what the San Joa-pui- n
Valley of California has to offer
Cures Coughs and Colds.
hustlers. In that great valley is grown
625
Lake St.,
Mrs. C. Peterson,
s
of the U. S. raisin crop,
Kas., says: "Of all cough reme- and millions of gallons of wine are
dies Ballard's Horehound Syrup is my made yearly. You can profitably ral3e
favorite; it has done and will do all almost everything there. Good farms
that Is claimed for it to speedily cure at cheap prices. Low rate colonist exall coughs and colds and it Is so cursions in March and April on the
sweet and pleasant to the taste." 25c, Santa Fe. Write for
pamphlets to H.
50c, and $1.00 a bottle. Fischer Drug S. Lutz, A.. T. & S. F. Rallwry. Santa
'
Company.
Fe, New. Mexico.

A Farm For Yotil

To-pek- a,

nine-tenth-

Mexican calientes served only at the
Bon Ton.

Calif o t n

J. F. WIELANDY,

1904

Attorney at Law
and Notary Pti blic

1904

c4pril.

gun Hod Tueo Wed Thar FrI
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San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

NFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
bureau has been established at 8s6
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hitchcock, where InformaROBBED THE GRAVE.
A startling incident is narrated by tion will be ca eerfully iurr ished.
John Oliver of Philadelphia, as fol
lows: "I was in an awful condition.
It will pay you to advertise. Try It,
My skin was almost yellow, eyes
sunken, tongue coated, pain continuSOCIETIES.
ally in back and sides, no appetite,
growing weaker day by day. Three
Masonic.
physicians had given me up. Then I
was advised to use Electric Bitters;
MONTEZUMA LODGB
to my great joy, the first bottle made
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
I continued
a decided improvement.
Regular communicatheir use for three weeks, and am now
tion first Monday In
a well man. I know they robbed the
each month at Masonle
No one
grave of another victim."
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
should fail to try them. Only 50 cts,
P.
KPTTZ w M
guaranteed by Fischer Drug Company.
P. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
TAILORING.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
Muralter, the lailor, Is headquarters
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
for fine spring and summer suits, latest
convocation second Monpatterns, from $30 up. Also a large
line of samples of Murphy Brothers'
day in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
line, fine busines3 suits from $17 up,
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
attention is called to a fino line of ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
samples and styles of ladies fancy
SANTA FE COMMAND ERT
spring tailor made suits. A call to
No. 1, K. T. Regular
inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
fourth Monday In each
Perfect fits guaranteed.
month at Masonic HaH at
7:30 p. m.
A GREAT SENSATION.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
There was a big sensation in Lees
ville, Ind., when W. H. Brown of that
K. OF P.
place, who was expected to die, had
his life saved by Dr. King's New DisHe writes: SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
covery for Consumption.
"I endured insufferable agonies from
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evAsthma, but your New Discovery gave
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
me immediate relief and soon there-afteCastle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
effected a complete cure." Simi
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
lar cures of Consumption, Pneumonia, Knights given a cordial welcome.
Bronchitis and Grip are numerous. It's
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
the peerless remedy for all throat and
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
lung troubles. Price 50c and $1.00,
Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Company,
Trial bottles free.
I. O. O. F.
Lands and houses fcr sale. Home
steads located. Rents collected. Titles
examined. Conveyancing, etc , etc.

con-?lav- e

NOTICE
Of the Disincorporation of the Town
of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County.
Notice is hereby given as required
by section 2508 of the compiled laws
of 1897 of New Mexico that the town
of Cerrillos, Santa Fe County, has
been disincorporated as a town under
the provisions of section 2503 of the
compiled laws of New Mexico of 1897
and sections immediately following.
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and the seal of the board
of county commissioners of the county of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico, this the 4th day of April, 1&04.
CELSO LOPEZ,
(Seal)
Recorder
Probate Clerk and
of Santa Fe County, N. M.
THOUGHTFUL

A

MAN.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
Meets every Friday evening In Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.
I. O. O. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday of
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
A.

0.

U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
Meets every second and fourth Wed'

nesday at

o p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.

Austin of Winchester, Ind.,
knew what to do in the hour of need.
B. P. 0. ELKS.
His wife had such an unusual case of
stomach and liver trouble, physicians SANTA FE LODGE No.
460, B. P. 0.
could not help her. He thought of and
on the
Holds
its
session
regular
tried Dr. King's New Life Pills and second and fourth
of
Wednesdays
got relief at once and was finally each month.
Visiting brothers are Incured. Only 25c, at Fischer Drug
M. M.

Company.
Sciatic Rheumatism Cured.
have been subject to sciatic
rheumatism for years," says E. H.
Waldron, of Wilton Junction, Iowa.
"My joints were stiff and gave me
much pain and discomfort. My joints
would crack when I straightened up.
I used Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
have been thoroughly cured. Have
not had a pain or ache from the old
trouble for many months. It is certainly a most wonderful liniment." For
sale by all druggists.

vited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.

"I

HANNA

INSURANCE

AGENCY,

Writes Fire, Life and Accident

ance.
Room 15, Catron Block.

Insur-

'Phone

FOB INDIAN

71.

1ROPl)SAlS of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs. Washington, D. C, March 21.
1904. Sealed proposals, indorsed "Proposals
for beef, Hour, etc.," as the case may be, and
directed to the Commissioner of Indian AfSouth Canal street. Chicago, III.,
fairs,
will be received until 1 o'clock, p. m , of
the
Tuesday, May 3, 1801, for furnUhintr for cofIndian Service, beef, flour, bacon. betns.
and
tea.
other ai tides of
fee, snirar. rice.
subsistence: also for trn.ceries. soap, baking
implements,
powder, crocke y agricultural
harness,
paints, oils, glass, tinware, w gcus,
luthnp. ihiw ftmiii.irs. saddlery, etc . school
miscellaneous
list
of
a
and
supplies,
long
articles. Seated pro osals, indoised "Pro-as
etc.."
posals for rubber goods, hardware,
anddirected to the Commisthe case iray be,
n
602
South
Indt-Seventh
Affairs
sioner of
street. St, Louis. Mo., will be received until 1
5,
1904, for
o'clock, p, m.. of Thursday, May
Service, rubber
furnishing for the Indian
medical
goods, boots and shoes, hardwareand
supplies. Sealed I roposais, indorsed "Proanil cotton goods,
posals for blanket, woolen
be, and
clothing, etc.," as the ease may
directed to the Commissioner of Indian Af- new
wooswr
os.
street,
lorit
faira,
City, will be received until 1 o'clock p. m , of
Tuesday, May 24, 19J4, for furnishing for the
Indian Service, blankets, woolen and cotton
hats and caps Bids
goods, clothing, notions,
must be made out on Government blanks.
Schedules giving all necessary information
for bidders will be furnished on application
to the Indian Office, Washington.1 D. C ;the
Wooster
U. S. Indian warehouses,
7
South Canal
City;
street, New York 111.
815
;
Howard
street,
street, Chicago,602 South
Seventh street, St.
Omaha, Nebr.;
Louis. Mo. ; trie commissaries or subsistence,
U.S. A., at Cheyeuiie, Wyo., and tit. Paul,
Minn. ; the Quartermaster. U. S. A.. Seattle,
Wash. ; the postmasters at Sioux City, Tucson. Portland, SpokaDe.and Tacoma;and the
Manufacturers' and Producers' Association
of California. San Francisco. Cal. Bids will
be opened at the hour and days t bo e.tated.
and bidders are invited to be present at the
Department reserves the right
opening. Thethe
to determine
point of delivery and to reject an. rod all bids, or any part of any bid.
265-2-

ll-:-

zi

'265-26-

W. A.JONES, Commissioner.

IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No.
meets every Thursday

6, I. O. R. M.
eve at Odd

Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.

8

The
& LOAN
ASSOCIATION

MUTUAL

BUILDING

Has On Hand for Loans

$2,000.00

They will loan you all or any part of it.
The best way on earth to cave money
take out some stock. You will
be pleased with the returns you jet.
Further Information furnished by

R.J.

CRICHTON, Secretary.
Catron dlock, Up Stain
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA.
Office:

Santa Fe

Filipe

Jewelry

g

and

Hannfactrai

Co.

Gold! Silver Filigree
N. Mondragon, Mgr.

Laughlin Building,

Don

Gasn&r Avens

,'

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, April 22,
MADRID

AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP
And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We go
above them in places.

LOOK

1

7

904.

NEWS ITEMS.

A party was in camp last Tuesday
composed of W. S. Hopewell, general
manager of the New Mexican Fuel and
Iron Company from Santa Fe, and
George A. Peart who is the superin
tendent of the coal mines at Hagan.
An expert from the east and Professor
C. R. Keyes from the Socorro School of
Mines were with the party.
Miss A. Worthington, who has been
of
Two
With
visiting Dr. Clarke's family for a few
All
days, left for her home in Albuquer
que last Tuesday evening.
Last Wednesday evening there were
Add rfliis the undersigned (or toll and reliable Information.
two weddings in Cerrillos, and they
W. D. MURDOCH, A. G. P. A.,
celebrated the event by a grand ball.
A. DULOHERY,
At a regular communication of CerCommercial Agent, El Paso, Texas.
City of Mexico.
rillos lodge of Masons, C. R. Galbrath
was given the third degree,
after,
Justice of the peace blanks, in .En- - or small quantities by the New Mexl-glis- which a substantial lunch was served
at the Palace Hotel in honor of the
and In Spanish, for sale in large can Printing Company.
event.
The Madrid Lodge of Odd Fellows
will give its annual ball next Saturday
night at the Madrid Opera House in
honor of the eighty-fiftanniversary
of the order. Invitations have been
issued. Music will be furnished by the
Santa Fe orchestra.
The Ladies' Aid Society of Cerrillos,
gave a supper at Green's Hotel last
Saturday evening for the benefit of the
Methodist minister
I. Harman, brakeman on the Waldo
arrived last Friday evening to
branch,
Will Be Found a Pull Um of Table Wines for Family Trade.
take his old place having been in Las
Orderi by Telephone Will Be Promptly Pilled : : : : :
Vegas in attendance on his sick wife.
A party composed of the following,
8 W. R. PRICE.
N. Ml.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Olson, Dr. and Mrs.
Clarke, Mr. Golding, Miss Rayner,
and Mr. Naylor and their many little
girl friends, picnicked in the upper
canon last Sunday. It was an ideal
day.
K. B. QUICKBX
BEN BOTH!
W. V. Jones, paymaster for the
When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget jt Jt
Jt
southern division of the Rocky Mountain Coal and Iron Company, was here
last Tuesday and paid the men off.
Pay day came a little early this month
but the boys are always glad to see
QUICKELC&BOTHE, Proprietors.

FARMING

GOLD MINES.

the Principal Places

of Interest and Note:

h

Tie

h

nines!

at "OUR PLACE"

j

THE

:

ZEIGER

t

CAFE

Mr.

Gob Room and Billiard Hall Attached.

J

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

W.jfN. TOWNSEND
WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS
Buy your Goods Here.
Family Trade Solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Agent for Prof. Pozzoni's Mountain Sage Malt Tonic

anrcosroRATEDi

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Scmdries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVKJf

SANTA

Mill, OBDKM,

FE, N.

QJXXSTEO 8TKBXT

BeMof ReinMOrfUMM CISAUCKB,
RESIDENCE 'FHCNE

KfeMGaJs
141

THE CHANGE OF A LIFETIME
For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Bstancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PUREot WATER,
WATER
CXBAR WATER and PLENTY
RAILROAD WATER,
'

RUSSEL SAGE'S ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Villi soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do It in the best way," Is
another maxim of which 7011 will appreciate the force tf yoi will either
call on or comnu.: 5cate with M. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
JLOT8 ELSEWHERE.
BE WISE,
iPut your money Into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a live town, and
your children will rise up and call 'ou blessed.
-

I
J

I

the
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time sub-most
and
of
one
will
be
the
'
ESTANCIA
liveliest,
largest,
town of
ttantlal towns in this section ot the southwest
THE!
desired at once.
Be sure and write for all Information

PRICE OF TH3SE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
TERM8 TO SUIT.
Adddresa all comunlcatlens to
W. P. CLARKE,
i
'
SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
ore? a million acres ot land open for Homes teeders In the HSTAN
CIA VALLEY good soil and plenty of water, which asm be bad from

tgat to thirty

ft.

t

larger cans.
It is smooth and perfect
because skillfully pre
Its purity is
pared.
m

Near Eaton, If. M., en this grant, are located the Oeal Mines ef Mm
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be fonad at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seaaoaa that farming me
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply a

RATON.

Not Luck But Results.
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo
ple with our fine

COAL

guaranteed.

"Having taken onr wonderfal "Cascarets" fnr
Mrce months and tieine entirely cured of xtomach
catarrh and dyspepsia, I think a word ot praise
duoto Caseurets"fortheirwonderful composition.is
J have taken numerous other
but without avail and I And that Cascaretsremedies
more in a day than all the others 1 have relieve
taken
would m a year."
James McUuue, 108 Mercer St., Jersey City, N. J.

Best

'

--

r-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

in

Tbat there is some difference
in wood.
Our wood is the best
to be had & always at your call- -

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Garflehl Avenue, Near A. T.

OFFICE:

TO WRITE

UP ALBUQUERQUE.

the Southwestern Irrigation Association, and one of the editors of Mines

These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo
oted in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
aos,
fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-"nc- a
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages run to the Springs.
Lhe temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
ound. There is new a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Barings in the world. The efficacy of

ad

Phone No

,

H5

"Equal if not ruperior to any instrument I have had occasion to use."
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such supsriority of workmanship and finish as must make
them welcome to any household."
Leonora Jackson.
resonant in tone and de"Grand
lightfully sweet and tender." Mathil-d- e
"'

Bauermeister.

"I cannot speak too highly of your
pianos, they seem to be unsurpassable." R. Watkin Mills.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
richness of tone, splendid carrying
power and excellent action." Rosa
Olitzka.
"They are models for tone and
touch." Marie Engle.
"I find your planes wonderfully sym
pathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
me. 1 consider tnem second 10 none.
David Frangcon Davies.
"I think it capable of the fullest expression of musical thought." Ellen
Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among the
very best pianos of the day." Emile
Sauret.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
"I was perfectly charmed with Its
beauty of tone and delightful touch."
Francis Allitsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as resonant. Are remarkably adapted for accompanying the voice." Clementine
de Vere Sapio.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Employ only expert workmen and no
piece work or contract work is done

and Manufactures, a. monthly publication which will appear in El Paso
from now until the meeting of the national irrigation congress, appeared before the directors to present a proposition for Albuquerque in connection
with a series of write ups which he is
compiling of the several cities of New
Mexico and Arizona. Mr. Haile has
been successful thus far in the south- in their factories.
west and the directors found much of
They have won renown on two conmerit in his proposal to feature Albu- tinents for excellence and beauty of
querque in one of the issues of the peri- their instruments.
odical. It was concluded, however,
Prices and terms most liberal.
that the matter was not one in which
Call on the General Agent for New
the directors had power to act without
Mexico,
the consent of the club. Mr. Haile has
already been ordered o feature Roe-weand the Pecos Valley in one of his
issues.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Who will show you the Story and
LUMBER COMPANY RUNNING
DAY AND NIGHT SHIFT. Clark Pianos in the several styles and
The American Lumber Company of finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
Albuquerque is now running its mill and Golden Oak.
day and night The management has
The Wabash Railroad has just is
divided the day, shift on account of
the shortage of power and has put one sued a handsome illustrated Worlds
saw on the day turn and the other at Fair pamphlet containing a three color
night. After the new boilers are in map of St. Louis and the fair grounds
place there will be a sufficiency of and half tone views of the principal
power and then the night shift will be buildings. A copy free upon request.
discontinued, but at the present the P. P. Hitchcock, O. A. P. D., Denver,
resaw fpr the box factory and the Colorado.'
plainer rather taxes the power and for
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.
this reason the shift was divided. '

FRANK DIBERT

these waters has been thoroughly tr-e- d
by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following
diseases: Paralysis
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
Affe
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, a
Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathiag, $2.B0 per day; tit
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet.
Denver trains and waits for Santa Wm
train upun request This resort la at
tractive at all seasons, and is open aU
winter. Passengers for OJo Callente
can leava Santa Fe at 9 a, m., and
reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. jn. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, J7.40. For furth--

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Musicians
Read What Accomplished
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.

.

F. Depot

& 8.

0J0 CALIEJ4TE rQT SPRIJUGS.

-

Proprietor

Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. th

;

Je-me-

FIRE WOOD

For

Palace: W. B. Child ers, Albuquerque; Edgar T. Wallace, Boston: Mrs.

Moore, New York; Bishop Ohrison,
Denver.
Claire: Jake Levy, Albuquerque;
R. C. Pooler, Taos; H. Essinger, Las
D. R.
Vegas; C. E. Hoban.-DenverLewis, Denver; H. S. King and wife,
Albuquerque; W. E. Thresher and wife
Las Vegas; C. F. Waugh, Trinidad; W.
H. Robinson and wife, Ohio.
Bon Ton: R. L. Monroe, Pittsburg;
C. V. Easton, Gunnison, Colorado; A.
Mellow, Gunnison ; W. R. Hook and
C. H. Hook, Jasper Colorado; Antonio
Trujillo, Taos; Juan Diaz Pando, Las
Animas, Colorado; T. G. Monero, Albuquerque; C. M. Burnett, Albuquerque;
Antonio Medina, Pedro Trujillo,
James Chester, Alfonso Chester,
Las Vegas.
N. Salmon, City; D. J.
Normandie:
Erdman, Denver; J. Weston, City;
George Renaldi, Pena Blanca.

Co
6rant
NEW MEXICO

The Maxwell Land

DYSPEPSIA we

Jones.

of Southwestern Irrigation
Association Asks Leave to Feature
Duke City.
At a meeting of directors of the Albuquerque Commercial Club of Albuquerque on Wednesday evening, Major
General S. S. Sumner, commander of
the department of the souUiwest, was
elected an honorary member of the
club. General Sumner visited Albuquerque several weeks ago in the
course of an inspection trip through
his division. F. J. Houston was elected an associate member and Clark M.
Carr was reinstated as an associate
member. Chester Haile, secretary of

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

I

bears the above cap label.
Contains fully as much
food substance per can as
the watery imitations in

U.
Mrs. Aber and Mrs. Flaherty went to
re
last
Albuquerque
Saturday evening,
turning Sunday evening.
Jo E. Sheridan, U. S. coal mine in
C ANDY CATHARTIC
spector for the Territory, was here
for a brief stay last week, leaving Sunday morning.
The party who has the contract
Pleasant. Pulntnhln Pnta,
n n i
Tunuj
from the Cochiti Gold Mining and Mill- Never bicken, W eaken or Uripe,
10c, S5c, 60c. Never
sold in bulk. The Pennine tablet stamped COO.
ing Company to take down the elec- uuaranteed to cure or your money back.
tric wires between
this place and
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. u:
Bland has arrived and is stopping at ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Delaney's.
Thomas Fisher and wife left Sunday
morning on No. 2 for Las Vegas where
he will be employed as brakeman on
the main line, having served on the
Waldo branch for a short t'me in the
place of Mr. Harman.

Secretary

A. P. HOGLE

!

Evaporated
Cream

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

For the Least Possible Money

15

Economy
Brand

STORY if CLARrj

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

Telephone No. 94.

this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated gronad may few
made under the mining regulations of toe company, wtueta are a lav
aoie to me prospector as the u. a. government laws.
On

Santa Fe,

Prop.

SYSTEM.

for

Track

Thousand Miles

LANDS ONDSR IRRIGATION

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offeree
tale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with
petual water right Irons $17 to $25 per aere, according to location. Payments may be made In ten year installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits etf
all kinds, and sugar beets grov to perfection.

exican Central Railway
Its
Reaches

rant

Maxwell

TV Marina
This

Stofcgiia

16-Gau- ge

I

is the smallest and lightest weight (about
6
pounds) repeating sun ever manufactured.
V f and opens up many new possibilities to the
sportsman. It is not a 16 barrel on a
d
12 action, but a new,
gun that, with modern smokeless powders, enables a shooter
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materially, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
small, light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
increased accuracy. QFull description in new Marlin Catalog No. A542,rouI

I

VII
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Qne Way: $25 00. Tickets on sale dally duilng March
and April.
Round Trip: $38.45, Tickets on sale April 24 to May
2, 1904, inclusive.
tickets will be
If desired the round-tri- p
issued going auJ returning via different routes
Liberal stop-ovprivileges accorded.

Diverse Routes.

er

excursions three times a wtek. The Way to Go
Fast trains, irreproachable meal service. Yoor chance to
visit California economically and comfortably, and under
pleasant conditions. Free descriptive literature and full
particulars by applying to
Personally

conducted

I1TM

H. S. LUTZ, Ticket Agent,
Tka Atohiaon. Toneam

Banta Fa JLailwaT Company.

Santa Fe,

N.M.

Mtto

'1

Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, April 22,
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Fas Hoti&se

g

jl

iimes

The time for cleaning of the home. The time of all times, when the store shoold be visited. As yoo clean
house and change things arotmd you will find many opportunities for improvement. Yoa'll probably want to boy
new furnishings. That will be the time to remember that yoa are welcome to come here for suggestions and ideas
that will help you to arrange your home.

Prices That Appeal to the Economical !
New and Seasonable Goods.

JOHNSON'S FLOOR
SPECIALTIES

GARDEN HOSE

Johnson's Floor Restorer
Johnson's Floor Wax
Johnson's Powdered Wax for
Dancing Floors
Johnson's Floor Finish

Rubber and Cotton, Best

Qual-ity-

-

BARBED WIRE

Call and

get

We CarryZ.
PAINTS, OILS? AND
GLASS,
CHINAWARE,

GLASSWARE,
LAMPS, ETC.

book.

Lacqueret

Lawn Mowers,

Makes old furniture .look like
new. Beautifies and preserves
all kinds of floors and woodwork.
Anybody can apply it.

Lawn Sprinklers

New line of
EN AM

HKNKY L. WALDO,

In

the line of Guns and

Ammunition

A

5?OILSJTZ

Mexican Filigree Jewelry

Crooks.

W. 13L. QOEBEL
Dealer.

Territory of New Mexico, Office of the
Treasurer, April 8, 1904.
Call for the redemption of Casual
Deficit Bonds of the Territory of New
Mexico.

To whom it may concern:
Notice is hereby given by the undersigned Treasurer of the Territory of
New Mexico, that he is now prepared
to take up and pay off the issue of
bonds authorized by chapter 61, session laws of 1893, compiled as section
397, Compiled Laws of 1897, to the
amount of $101,800 together with accrued interest on the same, such issue being dated May 1, 1893, and payable at the National Bank of Commerce In New York City and being
payable by the Territory at any time
after ten years from the date of their
issue, said period of ten years having
now expired and the Territory now
desiring to exercise its right under
said act and the terms of said bonds,
and notice is further given that inter
est on said bonds will cease and determine on and after the first day of May,
.

J. H. VAUGHN,
Treasurer of the Territory of New
Mexico.
,

'

,

H

Sub-

n

JACOB WBLTMEE,
PERIODICALS.

BOOS, STATIOJJEI(Y,

The result of the recent bond elecwhen the
tion in Old Albuquerque,
school district voted $7,000 for the
erection of a modern school house,, is
beginning to appear. The new building, which is on the outskirts of the
old town, is nearing completion and it
will be ready for occupancy when the
fall term opens. The building is one
story high, of brick and stone, with
the rooms are large
windows;
large
,
n In.ivo
l,
ii i : j :
ana, uie
anai airy,
uuimmg uao a. mis
assembly hall, which will be of use
to that town on the occasion of public
gatherings, lectures and other like

AGAZIjVES,
Headquarters for

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
208

San Francisco St.

Santa Fe. N.

M.

SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING

1

.?
Undertaking Parlors
M

events.

At Oar

The Latest Scientific Method! of Eabalataa
Monarch Creamery Butter, pure and
Calif Answered treat the Parian Day er Nlf ht er hjr DOROTE0 SENA, Aiaa
sweet, 30 cents per pound. Pure ket- ire Employed.
tle rendered lard, 2 pound pail 30 Prla Road. Oar Parlors Consist of a Nicely and Appropriately Fitted Up Salte at No. Ul
cents; 3 pound pail 45c; 5 pound pail, Uaceia Avenue. West Side Plaza, Saata Pe, New Meilce,
70c; 10 pound paid, $1.35, at Plaza
ALL KIND Of PICTURE FRAMING,
Market. This lard is absolutely pure.
Good

eating at the Bon Ton.

OF INTEREST

TO ALL.

The Goldie Watch Shop formerly
with Blain's Bazaar, has moved in
with the Santa Fe Filigree Manufaccut off.
turing Company, 208 Don Gaspar Avenue. A more appropriate place for
first class watch repairing as
good
Everything the market affords at the well as clocks,
typewriters and sewing
Bon Ton.
machines, popular prices. All work
fully guaranteed.
NOTICE.
GOLDIE CHAPMAN.

1904.

The Hardware

Will Be a

stantial and Commodious
Structure.

United States Designated Depositary.

The Good Old Fishing
Time is here again, we
liave a full line of high
grade Trout Flies, Sinkers, Leaders, Rods and

THE CHEAPEST

In Old Albuquerque

ReTrip Through Valencia County
veals a Discouraging State of Affairs Owing to Drouth.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

SANTA FE, N.

and

BEStTs

NEW SCHOOL HOUSE GOING UP

Ben Bibo, assessor of Valencia
reCounty, and Dr. H. B. Kauffmann
cently returned to Albuquerque from
the Valencia County precincts west of
the Rio Grande, where Mr. Bibo has
been on official business. This trip
completes one of the longest overland
jaunts made in New Mexico for some
time. The travelers first made the
SANTA FE, EEtf CEXIC9
trip through all of the precincts east
of the Rio Grande, returning through
the Chilili district. They then turned
to the west, the journey carrying them
as far west as St. Johns, Arizona,
where Mr. Bibo went on private business. They have visited every village
and hamlet in the county which is bigger than some of the eastern states,
have camped out, slept at sheep camps
and generally made a thorough inspecMANUFACTURER OP
tion of the country. The result of this
trip is a report of very discouraging
conditions west of the Rio Grande.
The country is dry. There has been
DEALER IN
no snow and little rain during the
spring and while slight rains have fall
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
en about San Mateo, they are not
Repairing of fine watcbea and Jewelry work a specialty.
general enough to do any great amount
of good. Dr. Kauffmann is surgeon for
FILIGREE it WHOLESALE u4 BET10.
42IU9 SD6S Ud IIDI&l GOODS
the Santa Fe construction force on the

St

THE

Best Made.

'

CATRON BLOCK, NO 3 If.

TOOLS

Get color card

J. H. VAUGHN, Caahiar.

247 San Francisco

GARDEN

For the Home
For the Schools

NEED RAIN BADLY

PttaUnl.

All kinds of

The Beautiful Wall Coating

Screen Doors

J. PALKN,

ELEO REFR GERATORS

Alabastine

Poultry Netting
Window Screen

WL

Studebaker Wagons
Shovels, and Spades

"The Dainty Decorator"

New Model, 1904.

UDROW

& UOtlTEfllE

FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

MPS
AND MISCELLANEOUS

CLOSING
OUT

ADS- -

SALE!

Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
LETTERS Earn $20
writing short letters from
copy; address with stamped envelope
for particulars. Albion Specialty Co.,
ATTENTION

per

100

Albion, Mich.

and
FOR 8ALE Sweet cream
choice fresh new laid eggs for table
use. Also White Leghorn egg8 for
setting. Send orders to Mrs. Hinckley,

Wishing to retire from business I will sell my

entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
'
At less than Cost

TOURISTS:

Johnson Street.

ANY ONE desiring male help of any
kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.
FOR SALE Fine saddle pony,
quire at Claire Hotel.

In- -

Black Bass in any shape at Bon To

!

Do you know

that you miss half of Santa Fe if

you do not visit our Curio Store

&

Free Museum

Send for Catalogue
&
Sign of the Old Cart
Cor. San Franciscc Street and Burro Alley

